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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for transceiving broadcast signals and an apparatus for transceiving
broadcast signals, and more particularly, to a method for transceiving broadcast signals, which can enhance data
transmission efficiency and is compatible with conventional methods for transceiving broadcast signals, and a transceiving
apparatus thereof

[Background Art]

[0002] As analog broadcasting will soon end, a variety of technologies for transmitting and receiving digital broadcast
signals has been developed. Digital broadcast signals can transmit a greater capacity of video/audio data than analog
broadcast signals, and can include a variety of optional data in addition to video/audio data.
[0003] A digital broadcast system can provide High Definition (HD) images, multichannel sound, and a variety of
optional services. However, data transmission efficiency for a high capacity of data transmission, robustness of trans-
mitting and receiving networks, and flexibility of networks in consideration of mobile receiving equipment are problems
that should still be improved. WO2009/145550 discloses a method of transmission and reception of a signal that employs
both MIMO and MISO processing of the signal. Document DBV Organization: "TM-
NGH076r1_LG_response_to_NGH_CfT.pdf", DVB, Digital Video Broadcasting, C/O EBU - 17 Ancienne Route CH-1218
Grand Saconnex, Geneva- Swtizerland, 20 March 2010, discloses details of a DVB next-generation handheld (NGH)
broadcasting system.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0004] A technical object of one embodiment of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus for trans-
ceiving broadcast signals, which can enhance data transmission efficiency in a digital broadcast system.
[0005] Another technical object of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus for transceiving broadcast
signals, which can receive digital broadcast signals without error even under an indoor environment or using mobile
receiving equipment.
[0006] A further technical object of the present invention is to provide a method and apparatus for transceiving broadcast
signals, which can maintain compatibility with a conventional broadcast system in addition to achieving the above
described objects.

[Technical Solution]

[0007] To achieve the object, methods for transmitting and receiving broadcast signals in claims 1 and 9 are disclosed.
[0008] In another aspect, devices for transmitting and receiving broadcast signals in claims 5 and 12 are disclosed.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0009] According to the present invention, in a digital broadcast system, it is possible to enhance data transmission
efficiency and increase robustness in terms of transmission and reception of broadcast signals, by virtue of provision of
a MIMO system.
[0010] Further, according to the present invention, it is possible to provide a method and apparatus for transceiving
broadcast signals, which can receive digital broadcast signals without error even under an indoor environment or using
mobile reception equipment.
[0011] Furthermore, according to the present invention, even in the case in which transmission paths or channels are
similar to each other in a MIMO broadcast system, it is possible to recover and use a broadcast service, by virtue of
provision of SVC technologies.
[0012] In addition, according to the present invention, a broadcast system using MIMO of the present invention can
achieve the above described advantages while maintaining compatibility with a conventional broadcast system not using
MIMO, by virtue of arranging MIMO broadcast signals which are SVC encoded per PLP or per frame.
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[Description of Drawings]

[0013]

FIG. 1 illustrates a broadcast signal transmitter using the MIMO scheme according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates a BICM encoder according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 illustrates a broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 4 illustrates a BICM decoder according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates an additional frame structure based on PLP according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 illustrates a structure of an FEF based additional frame according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIGs. 7(A) and 7(B) illustrate a P1 symbol generation procedure for identifying additional frames according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 8 illustrates MIMO transmission and reception systems according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 9 illustrates a BER/SNR chart showing the performance difference between the SM scheme and the GC scheme
using the outer code according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 illustrates BER/SNR charts showing the performance difference between the SM scheme and the GC
scheme according to the code rate of the outer code and the modulation scheme according to an embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 11 illustrates a data transmission and reception method according to MIMO transmission of the SM scheme
in a channel environment according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 12 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has been
performed according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 13 illustrates a BER/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to a first
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 14 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to the
first embodiment of the present invention in an uncorrelated channel.
FIG. 15 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to the
first embodiment of the present invention in a fully correlated channel.
FIG. 16 illustrates a constellation when a GC subset is used as a MIMO encoding matrix and a constellation when
the first embodiment is applied.
FIG. 17 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing a performance comparison between when a GC subset is used
as a MIMO encoding matrix and when the first embodiment is used.
FIG. 18 illustrates a relationship between Euclidean distance and Hamming distance in a constellation when a GC
subset is used as a MIMO encoding matrix and in a constellation when the first embodiment is used.
FIG. 19 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has been
performed according to a second embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 20 illustrates a MIMO encoding method according to a third embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 21 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has been
performed according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 22 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of MIMO encoding methods according
to the present invention.
FIG. 23 illustrates different capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of MIMO encoding methods
according to the present invention.
FIG. 24 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of combinations of modulation schemes
in the MIMO encoding method according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 25 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation levels
when a QPSK+QPSK MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 26 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation levels
when a QPSK+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 27 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation levels
when a 16-QAM+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 28 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has been
performed according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 29 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has been
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performed according to a sixth embodiment of the present invention.
FIGs. 30 and 31 are block diagrams of broadcast signal transmission and reception devices using a hybrid MIMO
scheme according to the present invention.
FIG. 32 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.
FIG. 33 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 34 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 35 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 36 is a flowchart of a broadcast signal transmission method according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 37 is a flowchart of a broadcast signal reception method according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[Best Mode]

[0014] Hereinafter, although the preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings and contents as described with relation to the accompanying drawings, it is to be
understood that the present invention is not limited to the embodiments.
[0015] Various technologies have been introduced to increase transmission efficiency and to perform robust commu-
nication in a digital broadcast system. One of such technologies is a method of using a plurality of antennas at a
transmitting side or a receiving side. This method may be classified into a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) scheme
in which transmission is performed through a single antenna and reception is performed through a single antenna, a
Single-Input Multi-Output (SIMO) scheme in which transmission is performed through a single antenna and reception
is performed through multiple antennas, a Multi-Input Single-Output (MISO) scheme in which transmission is performed
through multiple antennas and reception is performed through a single antenna, and a Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)
scheme in which transmission is performed through multiple antennas and reception is performed through multiple
antennas. Although the multiple antennas may be exemplified by 2 antennas for ease of explanation in the following
description, the description of the present invention may be applied to systems that use 2 or more antennas.
[0016] The SISO scheme corresponds to a general broadcast system that uses 1 transmission antenna and 1 reception
antenna. The SIMO scheme corresponds to a broadcast system that uses 1 transmission antenna and a plurality of
reception antennas.
[0017] The MIMO scheme corresponds to a broadcast system that uses a plurality of transmission antennas and 1
reception antenna to provide transmit diversity. An example of the MISO scheme is an Alamouti scheme. In the MISO
scheme, it is possible to receive data through 1 antenna without performance loss. Although a reception system can
receive the same data through a plurality of reception antennas in order to improve performance, this case will be
described as belonging to MISO cases in this specification.
[0018] The MIMO scheme corresponds to a broadcast system that uses a plurality of transmission antennas and a
plurality of reception antennas to provide transmission/reception diversity and high transmission efficiency. In the MIMO
scheme, signals are processed (or handled) differently in time and space dimensions and a plurality of data streams is
transmitted through parallel paths that simultaneously operate in the same frequency band to achieve diversity effects
and high transmission efficiency.
[0019] The performance of a system that employs the MIMO technology depends on characteristics of a transmission
channel. The efficiency of such a system is high, especially, when the system has independent channel environments.
That is, the performance of the system that employs the MIMO technology may improve when channels of all antennas
ranging from antennas of the transmitting side and antennas of the receiving side are independent channels that have
no correlation to each other. However, in a channel environment in which the correlations between channels of trans-
mission and reception antennas are very high as in a line-of-sight (LOS) environment, the performance of the system
that employs the MIMO technology may be significantly reduced or the system may not be able to operate.
[0020] In addition, if the MIMO scheme is applied to a broadcast system that uses the SISO and MISO schemes, it is
possible to increase data transmission efficiency. However, in addition to the above problems, there is a need to maintain
compatibility to allow a receiver having a single antenna to receive services. Accordingly, the present invention suggests
a method for solving such existing problems.
[0021] In addition, the present invention can provide a broadcast signal transmitter/receiver and a broadcast trans-
mission and reception method for a conventional terrestrial broadcast system and a system that can transmit and receive
additional broadcast signals (or enhanced broadcast signals), for example, mobile broadcast signals, while sharing an
RF frequency band with a terrestrial broadcast system such as DVB-T2.
[0022] To accomplish this, in the present invention, it is possible to use a video coding method having scalability in
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which a basic video component which has low image quality although it is robust to a communication environment and
an extended video component which is slightly weak to a communication environment although it can provide a high-
quality image can be distinguishably transmitted. Although the present invention will be described with reference to SVC
as a video coding method having scalability, the present invention may be applied to any other video coding methods.
Embodiment of the present invention will be described in more detail with reference to the drawings.
[0023] A broadcast signal transmitter and receiver of the present invention can perform MISO processing and MIMO
processing on a plurality of signals that are transmitted and received through a plurality of antennas. The following is a
description of a broadcast signal transmitter and receiver that performs signal processing on 2 signals that are transmitted
and received through 2 antennas.
[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates a broadcast signal transmitter using the MIMO scheme according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 1, the broadcast signal transmitter according to the present invention may include an input
processor 101100, an input processing module 101200, a Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) encoder 101300,
a frame builder 101400, and an Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) generator (or transmitter) 101500.
The broadcast signal transmitter according to the present invention may receive a plurality of MPEG-TS streams or a
General Stream Encapsulation (GSE) stream (or GS stream).
[0026] The input processor 101100 may generate a plurality of PLPs (physical layer pipes) on a service basis in order
to give robustness to a plurality of input streams, i.e., a plurality of MPEG-TS streams or GSE streams.
[0027] PLPs are data units that are identified in the physical layer. Specifically, a PLP is data having the same physical
layer attribute which is processed in the transmission path and may be mapped on a cell by cell basis in a frame. In
addition, a PLP may be considered a physical layer Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) channel that carries one or a
plurality of services. Specifically, a path through which such a service is transmitted is transmitted or a stream identifiable
in the physical layer which is transmitted through the path is referred to as a PLP.
[0028] Thereafter, the input processing module 101200 may generate a Base Band (BB) frame including a plurality
of generated PLPs. The BICM module 101300 may add redundancy to the BB frame to correct an error in a transmission
channel and may interleave PLP data included in the BB frame.
[0029] The BICM encoder 101300 may perform encoding for error correction. The BICM encoder 101300 of the present
invention may independently apply the MISO scheme or the MIMO scheme to each PLP data item and may also
independently apply the MISO scheme or the MIMO scheme to L1-signaling information. The L1-signaling information
according to the present invention may include L1-post signaling information and L1-post signaling information. A pro-
cedure in which the BICM encoder 101300 independently performs MISO and MIMO processing on PLP data will be
described later.
[0030] Thereafter, each data item is input to the frame builder 101400. In this case, the frame builder 101400 may
receive output data of the BICM encoder 101300 through a first path and a second path. Data input through the first
path may be transmitted through a first antenna Tx_1 and data input through the second path may be transmitted through
a first antenna Tx_2.
[0031] Accordingly, the frame builder 101400 of the present invention may include a first frame building block for
processing data input through the first path and a second frame building block for processing data input through the
second path. The first frame building block may include a first delay compensator, a first pair-wise cell mapper, and a
first pair-wise frequency interleaver for processing data input through the first path and the second frame building block
may include a second delay compensator, a second pair-wise cell mapper, and a second pair-wise frequency interleaver
for processing data input through the second path.
[0032] The first pair-wise cell mapper and the first pair-wise frequency interleaver and the second pair-wise cell mapper
and the second pair-wise frequency interleaver may operate in the same manner for the first path and the second path
and may also operate independently.
[0033] The following is a description of a data processing method for blocks included in the first frame building block
and the second frame building block.
[0034] The first delay compensator and the second delay compensator may compensate L1-pre signaling data or L1-
post signaling data input through each path for both delay corresponding to 1 frame and delay caused by BICM encoding.
The L1-signaling information may include not only information regarding a current frame but also information regarding
a subsequent frame. The reason for this is that, in the input processing procedure, the L1-signaling information is delayed
compared to currently input PLP data by one frame. This procedure allows one frame to transmit all L1-signaling infor-
mation including information regarding the current frame and the subsequent frame.
[0035] The first pair-wise cell mapper and the second pair-wise cell mapper may map L1-signaling data and PLP data
in symbols input through the paths to a subcarrier in an OFDM symbol in a frame on a cell by cell basis.
[0036] In this case, the PLP data input through each path may include common PLP data and MISO/MIMO-encoded
PLP data and the sub-slice processor module may perform sub-slicing on PLP data cells to map the same to a frame
in order to achieve diversity effects.
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[0037] In addition, the first pair-wise cell mapper and the second pair-wise cell mapper may pair 2 consecutive input
cells and map the same to a frame.
[0038] In order to increase MISO signal reconstruction performance of the receiver, there is a need to secure coherence
between MISO transmission channels when MISO encoding is performed. Accordingly, in order to secure coherence
between channels, the first pair-wise cell mapper and the second pair-wise cell mapper may pair cells generated from
the same PLP data and map the same to an OFDM modulation subcarrier to maximize coherence between channels.
Specifically, in the embodiment of the present invention, since the MISO encoder is located at the BICM encoder prior
to the frame builder, the frame builder configures a frame structure on a pair basis taking into consideration such MISO
encoding.
[0039] The first pair-wise frequency interleaver and the second pair-wise frequency interleaver may perform frequency
interleaving on data input through each path on a cell basis and may then output frequency-interleaved data to the OFDM
generator through each path.
[0040] In this case, the first pair-wise frequency interleaver and the second pair-wise interleaver pair 2 consecutive
input cells and process the same as one interleaving unit to perform frequency interleaving. The purpose of this is to
maximize coherence between channels.
[0041] The OFDM generator 101500 may OFDM-modulate input data mapped within a frame on a symbol basis and
output the modulated data to an antenna. In an embodiment of the present invention, broadcast signals are transmitted
through 2 transmission antennas in a MISO or MIMO manner. Thus, the OFDM generator 101500 may receive and
modulate broadcast signals through the first path and the second path and output the modulated broadcast signals to
two antennas Tx1 and Tx2.
[0042] In the present invention, a block that modulates a broadcast signal to be transmitted through the first antenna
Tx1 may be referred to as a first OFDM generating block and a block that modulates a broadcast signal to be transmitted
through the second antenna Tx2 may be referred to as a second OFDM generating block.
[0043] When the channel correlation between channels transmitted through the first antenna and the second antenna
is high, the first and second antennas may transmit a signal by applying polarity to the signal according to whether the
correlation is negative or positive. In the present invention, a MIMO scheme using this method may be referred to as a
polarity multiplexing MIMO scheme, the first antenna that adds polarity to a received signal to transmit the signal may
be referred to as a vertical antenna, and the second antenna that adds polarity to a received signal to transmit the signal
may be referred to as a horizontal antenna. Accordingly, the first OFDM generating block of the present invention may
OFDM-modulate a broadcast signal input through the first path and transmit the modulated broadcast signal through
the first antenna Tx1 and the second OFDM generating block of the present invention may OFDM-modulate a broadcast
signal input through the second path and transmit the modulated broadcast signal through the second antenna Tx2.
[0044] Each of the first OFDM generating block and the second OFDM generating block includes the following modules.
[0045] The first OFDM generating block may include a pilot insertion module, an IFFT module, a PAPR module, a GI
insertion module, a P1 symbol insertion module, an AP1 symbol insertion module, and a DAC.
[0046] The second OFDM generating block may include a pilot insertion module, an IFFT module, a PAPR module,
a GI insertion module, a P1 symbol insertion module, an AP1 symbol insertion module, and a DAC. The modules of the
second OFDM generating block perform the same functions as those of the first OFDM generating block.
[0047] Thus, operations of the modules included in the first OFDM generating block are described below in detail. The
pilot insertion module inserts a pilot having a predetermined pilot pattern into a frame at a corresponding position and
outputs the frame to the IFFT module.
[0048] The IFFT module may perform an IFFT operation on the pilot-inserted signal of each path and output the
resulting signal to the PAPR module.
[0049] The PAPR module reduces PAPR of time-domain signals and outputs the resulting signals to the GI insertion
module. Here, the PAPR module may feed required information back to the pilot insertion module according to a PAPR
reduction algorithm.
[0050] The GI insertion module copies a last portion of an effective OFDM symbol and inserts a guard interval into
each OFDM symbol in a cyclic prefix (CP) format and outputs the resulting symbol to the P1 symbol insertion module.
The GI information may be transmitted through P1 signaling information or L1-pre signaling information.
[0051] In an embodiment of the present invention, a P1 symbol and an AP1 symbol may be inserted into every frame
at the P1 insertion module in the OFDM generator 101500. That is, the P1 insertion module may insert 2 or more preamble
symbols into every frame. When 2 or more preamble symbols are used as in the present invention, there are advantages
in that robustness to burst fading that may occur in a mobile fading environment is further increased and signal detection
performance is also improved.
[0052] The P1 symbol insertion module may insert a P1 symbol into each frame at a start portion thereof and output
the resulting frame to the AP1 symbol insertion module.
[0053] The AP1 symbol insertion module may insert an AP1 symbol (additional preamble symbol) into the P1 symbol
at a rear portion thereof and output the resulting frame to the DAC.
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[0054] The DAC may convert each signal frame, into which the AP1 symbol is inserted, into an analog signal and
transmit the analog signal through the first transmission antenna Tx1.
[0055] FIG. 2 illustrates a BICM encoder according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0056] The BICM encoder 101300 of the present invention may include a first BICM encoding block for MISO PLP
processing, a second BICM encoding block for MIMO PLP processing, and a third BICM encoding block for performing
MISO or MIMO encoding on L1-pre signaling information and L1-post signaling information.
[0057] The first BICM encoding block may include a Forward Error Correction (FEC) encoder, a bit interleaver, a
demultiplexer, a constellation mapper, a cell interleaver, a time interleaver, and a MISO encoder. The MISO encoder
may be located next to the time interleaver and the location of the MISO encoder may be changed according to designer
intention. The MISO encoder may perform MISO encoding on the time-interleaved PLP data using a MISO encoding
matrix and output MISO-encoded PLP data through 2 paths. In this manner, it is possible to achieve diversity. Embod-
iments of the MISO encoding method according to the present invention include Orthogonal Space-Time Block Code
(OSTBC)/Orthogonal Space Frequency Block Code (OSFBC)/Alamouti code methods.
[0058] The second BICM encoding block may include a Forward Error Correction (FEC) encoder, a bit interleaver, a
demultiplexer, first and second constellation mappers, a MIMO encoder, first and second cell interleavers, and first and
second time interleavers. The numbers of the constellation mappers, the cell interleavers, and the time interleavers may
be changed according to designer intention.
[0059] The third BICM encoding block may output encoded signals of the L1-pre signaling information and the L1-
post signaling information through two paths, respectively.
[0060] The second BICM encoding block for MIMO processing is described below with reference to FIG. 2. The
encoding block shown in FIG. 2 is included in the BICM encoder 101300 of FIG. 1 and performs MIMO encoding after
constellation mapping in an embodiment of the present invention.
[0061] The broadcast signal receiver may include a BICM decoder corresponding to the BICM encoder 101300 of the
present invention. The BICM decoder may include a MIMO decoder, a time deinterleaver, and a cell deinterleaver and
the MIMO decoder, the time deinterleaver, and the cell deinterleaver may perform processing on received data on a per
symbol basis. If the MIMO encoder included in the BICM encoder is located next to the time interleaver, the receiver
needs to first perform MIMO decoding on each data item and therefore each data item may be output on a bit basis and
time deinterleaving and cell deinterleaving processes may then be performed. In this case, although data is input in units
of bits to the time interleaver, information regarding the units of symbols of the input data is additionally needed to perform
time interleaving. Accordingly, memory load of the broadcast signal receiver may be increased since the broadcast
signal receiver should store information regarding symbol mapping of input bits required for the deinterleaving procedure.
Accordingly, in an embodiment of the present invention, the BICM encoding block performs MIMO encoding after con-
stellation mapping. However, this may be changed according to designer intention.
[0062] An FEC encoder 604210 may perform LDPC encoding and BCH encoding for adding redundancy so as to
allow the receiver to correct an error in a transmission channel for input-processed PLP data. A bit interleaver 604220
may perform bit interleaving on the FEC-encoded PLP data to allow the data to have robustness to a burst error that
may occur during transmission. A demultiplexer 604230 may demultiplex the bit-interleaved PLP data. In addition, the
demultiplexer 604230 may demultiplex PLP data and output the demultiplexed data through 2 paths required for MIMO
transmission. In this case, the transmission characteristics of the data transmitted through each path may differ. Accord-
ingly, the demultiplexer 604230 may randomly allocate bit-interleaved PLP data to each input path.
[0063] The first and second constellation mappers 605240-1 and 605240-2 may map the demultiplexed PLP data bits
to a constellation on a per symbol basis. In this case, the constellation mapper may rotate the constellation at a prede-
termined angle according to modulation type. Rotated constellations may be represented by an In (I-phase) component
and a Quadrature-phase (Q-phase) component. The constellation mapper may delay only the Q-phase component by
an arbitrary value. The constellation mapper may remap the demultiplexed PLP data to a new constellation using the
In-phase component and the delayed Q-phase component.
[0064] A MIMO encoder 604250 may perform MIMO encoding on the input PLP data of the 2 paths using a MIMO
encoding matrix and output the MIMO-encoded PLP data through the 2 paths. The MIMO encoding matrix of the present
invention may include spatial multiplexing, Golden Code (GC), full-rate full diversity code, and linear dispersion code.
Details of the encoding matrix required for the MIMO encoding procedure will be described later.
[0065] First and second cell interleavers 604260-1 and 604260-2 may perform interleaving on PLP data output through
the 2 paths on a cell basis, respectively, and may perform cell interleaving only on PLP data corresponding to one half
the size of a cell included in one FEC block from among PLP data input through each path. Accordingly, cell interleaving
by the two cell interleavers may have the same effects as interleaving by one cell interleaver. In addition, there is an
advantage in that cell interleaving can be performed using memory setting of one cell interleaving without allocating an
additional memory to two cell interleavers in order to process data of a plurality of paths.
[0066] First and second time interleavers 604270-1 and 604270-2 may perform interleaving on the cell-interleaved
PLP data output through the paths on a time basis. Here, the time interleavers may perform interleaving using FEC
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blocks. In this case, the time interleavers may perform time interleaving on PLP data input through the paths using the
same method and may also perform time interleaving on the PLP data using different methods.
[0067] The frame builder 101400 may receive data encoded by the BICM encoder 101300 and map the same to a
frame. As described above, the first BICM encoding block may output miso-encoded PLP data through two paths and
the second BICM encoding block may output MIMO-encoded PLP data through two paths. In addition, the third BICM
encoding block may output encoded signals of the L1-pre signaling information and the L1-post signaling information
through two paths, respectively.
[0068] Thereafter, each data item is input to the frame builder 101400. In this case, the frame builder 101400 may
receive output data of the BICM encoder 101300 through a first path and a second path. Data input through the first
path may be transmitted through a first antenna Tx_1 and data input through the second path may be transmitted through
a second antenna Tx_2.
[0069] FIG. 3 illustrates a broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0070] As shown in FIG. 3, the broadcast signal receiver may perform a reverse procedure to that of the broadcast
signal transmitter described above with reference to FIG. 1. The broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment
of the present invention may include an OFDM demodulator 107100, a frame parser (or frame demapper) 107200, a
BICM decoder 107300, and an output processor 107400.
[0071] The OFDM demodulator (or OFDM receiver) 107100 may convert signals received through a plurality of re-
ception antennas into frequency-domain signals. In an embodiment of the present invention, two reception antennas
Rx1 and Rx2 may be used to receive MIMO or MISO-transmitted signals. In addition, polarity multiplexing MIMO may
be used in an embodiment of the present invention. Accordingly, the OFDM demodulator 107100 may OFDM-demodulate
a broadcast signal input through the first antenna Rx1 and output the demodulated signal to the frame demapper through
the first path and a second OFDM demodulating block may OFDM-demodulate a broadcast signal input through the
second antenna Rx2 and output the demodulated signal to a frame demapper 107200.
[0072] The frame demapper 107200 may process data input through the first path and the second path and output
PLPs for a required service. The frame demapper 107200 of the present invention may perform a reverse procedure to
that of the frame builder 101400 described above with reference to FIG. 1. Accordingly, the frame demapper 107200 of
the present invention may pair and extract 2 consecutive cells and output the same to a BICM decoder 107300.
[0073] The BICM decoder 107300 may correct an error caused by a transmission channel and may perform a reverse
procedure to that of the BICM encoder 101300 described above with reference to FIG. 1. Accordingly, the BICM decoder
107300 of the present invention may independently apply a MISO scheme to each input data item and may also apply
a MIMO scheme.
[0074] As a result, the BICM decoder 107300 may output BICM-decoded MISO PLP data, BICM-decoded MIMO PLP
data, and BICM-decoded L1-pre and L1-post signaling data to an output processor 107400.
[0075] The output processor 107400 may perform processes required to generate an output TS or a GS stream. Here,
the broadcast signal receiver may receive a dual polarity signal as an input antenna signal and output one or a plurality
of TSs or GS streams.
[0076] FIG. 4 illustrates a BICM decoder according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0077] Specifically, FIG. 4 illustrates a BICM decoding block included in the BICM decoder and the BICM decoding
block may perform MIMO processing on input data. The BICM decoding block of FIG. 4 may perform a reverse procedure
to that of the BICM decoding block of FIG. 2.
[0078] The BICM decoding block shown in FIG. 4 may include first and second time deinterleavers 612210-1 and
612210-2, first and second cell deinterleavers 612220-1 and 612220-2, a MIMO decoder 612230, first and second
constellation demappers 612240-1 and 612240-2, a multiplexer 612250, a bit deinterleaver 612260, and an FEC decoder
612270.
[0079] The first and second time deinterleavers 612210-1 and 612210-2 may perform time-domain deinterleaving on
input data on a cell basis to reconstruct (or restore) original data in the original order. In this case, the first and second
cell deinterleavers 612220-1 and 612220-2 may perform cell deinterleaving only on data corresponding to one half the
size of a cell included in one FEC block from among data input through each path. As a result, cell deinterleaving by the
first and second deinterleavers 612220-1 and 612220-2 can have the same effects as cell deinterleaving by a deinterleaver
using one FEC block.
[0080] The MIMO decoder 612230 may perform MIMO decoding on cell-interleaved data input through two paths
SRx_m and SRx_m+1. The MIMO decoder 612230 may perform operations, other than the fourth operation (i.e., a
signal combination operation), from among the 4 operations of the MISO decoder 612110 described above in the same
manner as the MISO decoder 612110. Here, the MIMO decoder 612210 may also perform decoding using the MIMO
encoding matrix described above.
[0081] Each of the first and second constellation demappers 612240-1 and 612240-2 may calculate an LLP value.
Specifically, in the case in which the first and second constellation mappers 604240-1 and 604240-2 described above
with reference to FIG. 2 have performed constellation rotation and Q-phase component delay, each of the first and
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second constellation demappers 612240-1 and 612240-2 may calculate an LLR value after delaying the I-phase com-
ponent. The multiplexer 612250 may reconstruct the demapped data into a bitstream format.
The bit deinterleaver 612260 may perform deinterleaving on the input bitstream and the FEC decoder 612270 may
perform FEC decoding on the deinterleaved data to correct an error in the transmission channel and may then output
MIMO PLP data.
[0082] FIG. 5 illustrates an additional frame structure based on PLP according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 5, a frame according to an embodiment of the present invention may include a preamble area
and a data area. The preamble area may include a P1 symbol and a P2 symbol and the data area may include a plurality
of data symbols. The P1 symbol may transmit P1 signaling information and the P2 symbol may transmit L1-signaling
information.
[0084] In this case, a preamble symbol may be additionally allocated to the preamble. This additional preamble symbol
is referred to as an Additional Preamble 1 (AP1). In an embodiment of the present invention, one or more AP1 symbols
may be added to a frame in order to improve detection performance of a mobile broadcast signal under very low SNR
or time-selective fading conditions. AP1 signaling information transmitted through the AP1 symbol may include an
additional transmission parameter.
[0085] The preamble area of the frame according to the present invention may include a P1 symbol, one or more AP1
symbols, one or more P2 symbols. The data area includes a plurality of data symbols (or data OFDM symbols). In an
embodiment, the P2 symbol may be selective and whether or not the P2 symbol is inserted may be signaled through
AP1 signaling information that is transmitted through an AP1 symbol.
[0086] In an embodiment of the present invention, a P1 insertion module in the OFDM generator OFDM generator
101500 of the broadcast signal transmitter may insert the P1 symbol and the AP1 symbol into every symbol. That is,
the P1 insertion module may insert 2 or more preamble symbols into every frame. In another embodiment, an AP1
insertion module may be added downstream of (or next to) the P1 insertion module and the AP1 insertion module may
insert the AP1 symbol. If 2 or more preamble symbols are used as in the present invention, there are advantages in that
robustness to burst fading that may occur in a mobile fading environment is further increased and signal detection
performance is also improved.
[0087] The P1 symbol may transmit P1 signaling information associated with a basic transmission parameter and
transmission type and a corresponding preamble identifier and the receiver may detect the frame using the P1 symbol.
A plurality of P2 symbols may be provided and may carry L1 signaling information and signaling information such as a
command PLP. The L1 signaling information may include L1-pre signaling information and L1-post signaling information
and the L1-pre signaling information may include information required to receive and decode the L1-post signaling
information. The L1-post signaling information may include parameters required for the receiver to decode PLP data.
As shown in FIG. 5, the L1-post signaling information may be located next to L1-pre signaling information.
[0088] The L1-post signaling information may include a configurable block, a dynamic block, an extension block, a
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) block, and an L1 padding block.
[0089] The configurable block may include information items that may be equally applied to one frame and the dynamic
block may include specific information items corresponding to a currently transmitted frame.
[0090] The extension block may be a block that can be used when the L1-post signaling information is extended and
the CRC block may include information items used for error correction of the L1-post signaling information and may
have a size of 32 bits. When the L1-post signaling information is separately transmitted through a number of encoding
blocks, the padding block may be used to match the size of information included in each encoding block and the size
thereof may be variable.
[0091] The common PLP may include network information such as a Network Information Table (NIT), PLP information,
and service information such as a Service Description Table (SDT) or an Event Information Table (EIT). The preamble
of the present invention may include only the P1 symbol, the L1-pre signaling information, and the L1-post signaling
information or may include all of the P1 symbol, the L1-pre signaling information, the L1-post signaling information, and
the common PLP according to designer intention. A plurality of data symbols located next to the P1 symbol may include
a plurality of PLPs. The plurality of PLPs may include audio, video, and data TS streams and PSI/SI information such
as a Program Association Table (PAT) and a Program Map Table (PMT). In the present invention, a PLP that transmits
PSI/SI information may be referred to as a base PLP or a signaling PLP. The PLPs may include a type-1 PLP that is
transmitted through one sub-slice per frame and a type-2 PLP that is transmitted through two sub-slices per frame. The
plurality of PLPs may transmit one service and may also transmit service components included in one service. When
the PLPs transmit service components, the transmitting side may transmit signaling information which indicates that the
PLPs transmit service components.
[0092] In addition, additional data (or an enhanced broadcast signal) in addition to basic data may be transmitted
through a specific PLP while sharing an RF frequency band with the conventional terrestrial broadcast system according
to an embodiment of the present invention. In this case, the transmitting side may define a system or a signal that is
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currently transmitted through signaling information of the P1 symbol described above. The following description is given
with reference to the case in which the additional data is video data. That is, as shown in FIG. 5, PLP M1 112100 and
PLP (M1+M2) 112200 which are type 2 PLPs may be transmitted while including additional video data. In addition, in
the present invention, a frame that transmits such additional video data may be referred to as an additional frame and
a frame that transmits basic data may be referred to as a basic frame (or T2 frame).
[0093] In addition, a frame that can transmit not only additional data but also data associated with a new broadcast
system different from the conventional terrestrial broadcast system may be referred to as an additional frame. In this
case, a frame that transmits a conventional terrestrial broadcast may be referred to as a terrestrial broadcast frame and
an additional frame may transmit additional data or basic data associated with the new broadcast system.
[0094] FIG. 6 illustrates a structure of an FEF based additional frame according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0095] Specifically, FIG. 6 shows the case in which a Future Extension Frame (FEF) is used in order to transmit
additional video data. In the present invention, a frame that transmits basic video data may be referred to as a basic
frame and an FEF that transmits additional video data may be referred to as an additional frame.
[0096] FIG. 6 shows structures of superframes 11100 and 113200 in each of which a basic frame and an additional
frame are multiplexed. Frames 113100-1 to 113100-nthat are not shaded from among frames included in the superframe
113100 are basic frames and shaded frames 113120-1 and 113120-2 are additional frames.
[0097] FIG. 6(A) shows the case in which the ratio of basic frames to additional frames is N:1. In this case, the time
required for the receiver to receive a next additional frame 113120-2 after receiving one additional frame 113120-1 may
correspond to N basic frames.
[0098] FIG. 6(B) shows the case in which the ratio of basic frames to additional frames is 1:1. In this case, the proportion
of additional frames in the superframe 113200 may be maximized and therefore the additional frames may have a
structure very similar to that of the basic frames in order to maximize the extent of sharing with the basic frames. In
addition, in this case, the time required for the receiver to receive a next additional frame 113210-2 after receiving one
additional frame 113210-1 corresponds to 1 basic frame 113220 and therefore the superframe period is shorter than
that of FIG. 6(A).
[0099] FIGs. 7(A) and 7(B) illustrate a P1 symbol generation procedure for identifying additional frames according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
[0100] In the case in which additional video data is transmitted through additional frames which are distinguished from
basic frames as shown in FIG. 6, there is a need to transmit additional signaling information for enabling the receiver to
identify and process an additional frame. An additional frame of the present invention may include a P1 symbol for
transmitting such additional signaling information and the P1 symbol may be referred to as a new_system_P1 symbol.
This new_system_P1 symbol may be different from a P1 symbol that is used in a conventional frame and a plurality of
new_system_P1 symbols may be provided. In an embodiment, the new_system_P1 symbol may be located before a
first P2 symbol in a preamble area of the frame.
[0101] In the present invention, a P1 symbol of a conventional frame may be modified and used to generate the
minimum Hamming distance. The present invention suggests a method in which a minimum Hamming distance is
generated by modifying the structure of the P1 symbol of the conventional frame or is generated by changing the symbol
generator 114100 that generates symbols.
[0102] FIG. 7(A) shows the structure of the P1 symbol of the conventional frame. In the present invention, the structure
of the P1 symbol of the conventional frame shown in FIG. 7(A) may be modified to generate a minimum Hamming
distance. In this case, the minimum Hamming distance may be generated by changing a frequency displacement f_SH
for the prefix and postfix of the conventional P1 symbol or changing the length (specifically, the size of T_P1C or T_P1B)
of the P1 symbol. However, in the case in which the minimum Hamming distance is generated by modifying the structure
of the P1 symbol, there is a need to appropriately modify parameters (the sizes of T_P1C and T_P1B and f_SH) used
in the P1 symbol structure.
[0103] FIG. 7(B) shows the P1 symbol generator that generates P1 symbols. In the present invention, the P1 symbol
generator shown in FIG. 7(B) may be modified to generate a minimum Hamming distance. In this case, a minimum
Hamming distance may be generated using a method which changes the distribution of active carriers used for a P1
symbol in a CDS table module 114110, an MSS module 114120, and a C-A-B structure module 114130 included in the
P1 symbol generator (for example, a method in which the CDS table module 114110 uses a different Complementary
Set of Sequence (CSS)) or a method which changes a pattern for information that is transmitted through a P1 symbol
(for example, a method in which the MSS module 114120 uses a different Complementary Set of Sequence (CSS)).
[0104] In addition, the AP1 symbol of the present invention described above with reference to FIG. 6 may be generated
through the procedure described above with reference to FIG. 7.
[0105] FIG. 8 illustrates MIMO transmission and reception systems according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 8, the MIMO transmission system includes an input signal generator 201010, a MIMO encoder
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201020, a first transmission antenna 201030, and a second transmission antenna 201040. In the following, the input
signal generator 201010 may be referred to as a divider and the MIMO encoder 201020 may be referred to as a MIMO
processor.
[0107] The MIMO reception system may include a first reception antenna 201050, a second reception antenna 201060,
a MIMO decoder 201070, and an output signal generator 201080. In the following, the output signal generator 201080
may be referred to as a merger and the MIMO decoder 101070 may be referred to as an ML detector.
[0108] In the MIMO transmission system, the input signal generator 201010 generates a plurality of input signals for
transmission through a plurality of antennas. In the following, the input signal generator 201010 may be referred to as
a divider. Specifically, the input signal generator 201010 may divide an input signal for transmission into 2 input signals
and output the first input signal S1 and the second input signal S2 for MIMO transmission.
[0109] The MIMO encoder 201020 may perform MIMO encoding on the plurality of input signals S1 and S2 and output
a first transmission signal St1 and a second transmission signal St2 for MIMO transmission and the output transmission
signals may be transmitted through a first antenna 201030 and a second antenna 201040 via required signal processing
and modulation procedures. The MIMO encoding 201020 may perform encoding on a per symbol basis. The SM scheme
or the GC scheme may be used as the MIMO encoding method. In the following, the MIMO encoder may be referred to
as a MIMO processor. Specifically, the MIMO encoder may process a plurality of input signals according to a MIMO
matrix and a parameter value of the MIMO matrix which are described below.
[0110] Although not illustrated in FIG. 8, the input signal generator 201010 is an element that outputs a plurality of
input signals for MIMO encoding and may also be an element such as a demultiplexer or a frame builder depending on
the transmission system. The input signal generator 201010 may also be included in the MIMO encoder 201020 such
that the MIMO encoder 201020 generates a plurality of input signals and performs encoding on the plurality of input
signals. The MIMO encoder 201020 may be a device that performs MIMO encoding or MIMO processing on a plurality
of signals and outputs the encoded or processed signals so as to acquire diversity gain and multiplexing gain of the
transmission system.
[0111] Since signal processing should be performed on a plurality of input signals after the input signal generator
201010, a plurality of devices may be provided next to the input signal generator 201010 to process signals in parallel
or one device including one memory may be provided to sequentially process signals or to simultaneously process
signals in parallel.
[0112] The MIMO reception system receives a first reception signal Sr1 and a second reception signal Sr2 using a
first reception antenna 201050 and a second reception antenna 201060. The MIMO decoder 201070 then processes
the first reception signal and the second reception signal and outputs a first output signal and a second output signal.
The MIMO decoder 201070 processes the first reception signal and the second reception signal according to the MIMO
encoding method used by the MIMO encoder 201020. As an ML detector, the MIMO decoder 201070 outputs a first
output signal and a second output signal using information regarding the channel environment, reception signals, and
the MIMO matrix used by the MIMO encoder in the transmission system. In an embodiment, when ML detecting is
performed, the first output signal and the second output signal may include probability information of bits rather than bit
values and may also be converted into bit values through FEC decoding.
[0113] The MIMO decoder of the MIMO reception system processes the first reception signal and the second reception
signal according to the QAM type of the first input signal and the second input signal processed in the MIMO transmission
system. Since the first reception signal and the second reception signal received by the MIMO reception system are
signals that have been transmitted after being generated by performing MIMO encoding on the first input signal and the
second input signal of the same QAM type or different QAM types, the MIMO reception system may determine a
combination of QAM types of the reception signals to perform MIMO decoding on the reception signals. Accordingly,
the MIMO transmission system may transmit information identifying the QAM type of each transmission signal in the
transmission signal and the QAM type identification information may be included in a preamble portion of the transmission
signal. The MIMO reception system may determine the combination of the QAM types of the reception signals from the
QAM type identification information of the transmission signals and perform MIMO decoding on the reception signals
based on the determination.
[0114] The output signal generator 201080 may merge the first output signal and the second output signal to generate
an output signal.
[0115] The following is a description of a MIMO encoder and a MIMO encoding method that have low system complexity,
high data transmission efficiency, and high signal reconstruction (or restoration) performance in various channel envi-
ronments according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0116] The SM scheme is a method in which data is simultaneously transmitted through a plurality of antennas without
encoding for MIMO. In this case, the receiver can acquire information from data that is simultaneously received through
a plurality of reception antennas. The SM scheme has an advantage in that the complexity of a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) decoder that the receiver uses to perform signal reconstruction (or restoration) is relatively low since the decoder
only needs to check a combination of received signals. However, the SM scheme has a disadvantage in that transmit
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diversity cannot be achieved at the transmitting side. In the case of the SM scheme, the MIMO encoder bypasses a
plurality of input signals. In the following, such a bypass process may be referred to as MIMO encoding.
[0117] The GC scheme is a method in which data is transmitted through a plurality of antennas after the data is encoded
according to a predetermined rule (for example, according to an encoding method using golden code). When the number
of the antennas is 2, transmit diversity is acquired at the transmitting side since encoding is performed using a 2x2
matrix. However, there is a disadvantage in that the complexity of the ML decoder of the receiver is high since the ML
decoder needs to check 4 signal combinations.
[0118] The GC scheme has an advantage in that it is possible to perform more robust communication than using the
SM scheme since transmit diversity is achieved. However, such a comparison has been made when only the GC scheme
and the SM scheme are used for data processing for data transmission and, if data is transmitted using additional data
coding (which may also be referred to as outer coding), transmit diversity of the GC scheme may fail to yield additional
gain. This failure easily occurs especially when such outer coding has a large minimum Hamming distance. For example,
the transmit diversity of the GC scheme may fail to yield additional gain compared to the SM scheme when data is
transmitted after being encoded by adding redundancy for error correction using a Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
code having a large minimum Hamming distance. In this case, it may be advantageous for the broadcast system to use
the SM scheme having low complexity.
[0119] FIG. 9 illustrates a BER/SNR chart showing the performance difference between the SM scheme and the GC
scheme using the outer code according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0120] Specifically, FIG. 9 shows BER/SNR performance of the SC scheme and the GC scheme according to the
code rate of the outer code under the assumption that a QPSK modulation scheme is used and channels are in a Rayleigh
channel environment. In charts described below, the term "Rayleigh channel environment" refers to an environment in
which channels have no correlation between paths when MIMO transmission and reception is performed.
[0121] From FIG. 9, it can be seen that the SM scheme exhibits higher performance than the GC scheme at a low
code rate (1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2) having a large minimum Hamming distance. However, it can also be seen that the GC
scheme exhibits higher performance than the SM scheme at a high code rate (2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6) having a small minimum
Hamming distance since the transmit diversity gain of the GC scheme is high compared to performance improvement
due to coding.
[0122] FIG. 10 illustrates BER/SNR charts showing the performance difference between the SM scheme and the GC
scheme according to the code rate of the outer code and the modulation scheme according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0123] The chart 203010 of FIG. 10 shows the case in which an outer code having a code rate of 1/2 and a QPSK
modulation scheme are used, the chart 203020 shows the case in which an outer code having a code rate of 3/4 and a
QPSK modulation scheme are used, and the chart 203030 shows the case in which an outer code having a code rate
of 5/6 and a 64-QAM modulation scheme are used.
[0124] From comparison of the charts 203010 to 203030, it can be seen that the SM scheme exhibits higher performance
than the GC scheme when a low code rate (1/2) is used as shown in the chart 203010 and when a large QAM size (64-
QAM) is applied as shown in the chart 203030.
[0125] Accordingly, the present invention suggests that a more efficient MIMO broadcast system be designed using
a robust outer code while using an SM scheme having low complexity. However, the SM scheme may have a problem
associated with reception signal reconstruction (or restoration) depending on the degree of correlation between a plurality
of MIMO transmission and reception channels.
[0126] FIG. 11 illustrates a data transmission and reception method according to MIMO transmission of the SM scheme
in a channel environment according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0127] The MIMO transmission system may transmit input signal 1 (S1) and input signal 2 (S2) respectively through
transmission antenna 1 and transmission antenna 2 according to the SM scheme. FIG. 11 illustrates an embodiment in
which the transmitting side transmits a symbol modulated according to 4-QAM.
[0128] The transmission antenna 1 receives a signal through two paths. In the channel environment of FIG. 9, the
received signal of the reception antenna 1 is S1*h11 + S2h21 and the received signal of the reception antenna 2 is S1*h12
+ S2h22. The receiving side may acquire S1 and S2 through channel estimation to reconstruct data.
[0129] This is a scenario in which the transmission and reception paths are independent of each other. In the following,
such an environment is referred to as being uncorrelated. On the other hand, channels of the transmission and reception
paths may have a very high correlation with each other as in a Line Of Sight (LOS) environment, which is referred to as
being fully correlated in the following description.
[0130] In the case in which channels are fully correlated in MIMO, each channel may be represented by a 2x2 matrix
whose elements are all 1 (i.e., h11=h12=h21=h22=1) as shown in FIG. 11. Here, the reception antenna 1 and the reception
antenna 2 receive the same reception signal (S1+S2). That is, if signals transmitted through 2 transmission antennas
pass through the same channel and are received by 2 reception antennas, a reception signal received by the receiver,
i.e., data added (or combined) through the channel, cannot express both symbols S1 and S2. As shown in FIG. 11, in
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the fully correlated channel environment, the receiver cannot receive a 16-QAM symbol, into which the signal S1 rep-
resented by a 4-QAM symbol and the signal S2 represented by a 4-QAM symbol are combined and the receiver cannot
separate and reconstruct the signals S1 and S2 since the receiver receives a combined signal S1+S2 represented by
9 symbols as shown in the right side of FIG. 11.
[0131] In this case, the receiver cannot reconstruct a signal received according to MIMO using the SM scheme even
when the receiver is in a very high SNR environment. In the case of a communication system, communication is generally
performed in two ways and therefore such a channel environment may be signaled to the transmitter through a feedback
channel established between the transmitter and the receiver to allow the transmitter to change the transmission method.
However, in the case of a broadcast system, it may be difficult to perform bidirectional communication through a feedback
channel and one transmitter covers a large number of receivers and a large range and therefore it may be difficult to
deal with various channel environment changes. Accordingly, if the SM scheme is used in such a fully correlated channel
environment, the receiver cannot receive services and it is difficult to deal with such an environment, increasing costs,
unless the coverage of the broadcast network is reduced.
[0132] The following is a description of a method for dealing with the case in which the correlation between MIMO
channels is 1, i.e., the case in which channels are in a fully correlated channel environment.
[0133] The present invention suggests that a MIMO system be designed such that signals received through MIMO
channels satisfy the following conditions so as to deal with the case in which the MIMO channels are fully correlated.
[0134] 1) A received signal should be able to represent both original signals S 1 and S2. That is, coordinates of a
constellation received by the receiver should be able to uniquely represent sequences of S1 and S2.
[0135] 2) A minimum Euclidean distance of a received signal should be increased so as to reduce symbol error rate.
[0136] 3) Hamming distance characteristics of a received signal should be good so as to reduce bit error rate.
[0137] First, the present invention suggests a MIMO encoding method that uses a MIMO encoding matrix including
an encoding factor "a" as expressed in the following Expression 1 so as to satisfy such requirements.

[0138] When a MIMO encoder encodes input signals S1 and S2 using a MIMO encoding matrix as shown in Expression
1, reception signal 1 (Rx1) and reception signal 2 (Rx2) received by antenna 1 and antenna 2 are calculated as expressed
in the following Expression 2. The reception signal 1 (RF1) and reception signal 2 (Rx2) are calculated as expressed in
the last line of Expression 2, especially, when MIMO channels are fully correlated. 

[0139] First, when MIMO channels are uncorrelated, the reception signal 1 (RF1) is calculated as Rx1 =
h11(S1+a*S2)+h21(a*S1-S1) and the reception signal 2 (Rx2) is calculated as Rx2 = h12(S1+a*S2)+h22(a*S1-S2). Thus,
since the signals S1 and S2 have the same power, it is possible to use gain of the MIMO system together with the SM
scheme. When MIMO channels are fully correlated, the reception signals (R=Rx1=Rx2) expressed as R = h{(a+1)S1+(a-
1)S2} are acquired and therefore it is possible to separate and acquire the signals S 1 and S2 and the signals S 1 and
S2 are designed such that both have different power and therefore it is possible to secure robustness accordingly.
[0140] That is, the MIMO encoder may encode input signals S1 and S2 such that the input signals S1 and S2 have
different power according to the encoding factor "a" and are also received with different distributions even in fully correlated
channels. For example, input signals S1 and S2 may be encoded such that both have different power and the encoded
signals may then be transmitted using constellations which have different Euclidean distances through normalization to
allow the receiver to separate and reconstruct the input signals even when the signals have passed through fully correlated
channels.
[0141] The MIMO encoding matrix described above may be represented as Expression 3 taking into consideration a
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normalization factor. 

[0142] MIMO encoding of the MIMO encoder that uses the MIMO encoding matrix (or rotation matrix) shown in Ex-
pression 3 may be considered as rotating the input signals by an arbitrary angle of θ that can be represented by the
encoding factor a, separating the cosine and sine components (or real and imaginary components) of the rotated signals,
assigning positive and negative (+/-) signs to the separated components, and transmitting the separated components
through different antennas. For example, the MIMO encoder may encode the input signals S1 and S2 such that the
cosine component of the input signal S1 and the sine component of the input signal S2 are transmitted through one
transmission antenna and the sine component of the input signal S1 and the cosine component of the input signal S2
to which a negative sign is attached are transmitted through another transmission antenna. The angle, by which the
input signals are rotated, changes according to change of the value of the encoding factor "a" and the power distributions
of the input signals S 1 and S2 become different according to the value of the factor and the angle. Since the power
distribution difference can be represented by a distance between symbol coordinates in the constellations, the encoded
input signals can be represented by different constellations even when the input signals are received by the receiving
side via fully correlated channels such that it is possible to identify and separate the signals, thereby enabling recon-
struction of the original input signals.
[0143] Specifically, the Euclidian distances of transmission signals change as the power distributions change, the
transmission signals received by the receiving side can be represented by identifiable constellations having different
Euclidian distances such that it is possible to reconstruct the signals even when the signals have passed through a fully
correlated channel. That is, the MIMO encoder can encode the input signal S1 and the input signal S2 into signals having
different Euclidian distances according to the value "a" and the receiving side can receive and reconstruct the encoded
and transmitted signals using identifiable constellations.
[0144] The MIMO encoder may perform encoding on input signals using the MIMO encoding matrix described above
while additionally adjusting the encoding factor a. That is, it is possible to adjust and optimize the encoding factor "a"
taking into consideration additional data reconstruction performance of the MIMO transmission and reception system.
1. First Embodiment: MIMO encoding method that optimizes the encoding factor "a" taking into consideration Euclidian
distances (in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment)
[0145] It is possible to calculate the encoding factor value "a" taking into consideration the Euclidean distance while
using the MIMO encoding matrix. In a MIMO system having two transmission antennas and two reception antennas,
when transmission signal St1 is an M-QAM symbol and transmission signal St2 is an N-QAM symbol, a signal St1+St2
that is received by the receiving side via a fully correlated MIMO channel is an (M*N)-QAM signal.
[0146] FIG. 12 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has
been performed according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0147] In the embodiment of FIG. 12, an input signal S1 has a constellation 205010 as a 4-QAM symbol and an input
signal S2 has a constellation 205020 as a 4-QAM symbol. When the input signal S1 and the input signal S2 are MIMO-
encoded using the MIMO encoding matrix, the encoded transmission signals St1 and St2 transmitted through antenna
1 (Tx1) and antenna 2 (Tx2) are 16-QAM symbols and have a constellation 205030 and a constellation 205040 as shown
in FIG. 12.
[0148] The first embodiment of the present invention suggests a method for optimizing the value "a" such that symbols
have the same Euclidian distance in a constellation 205050 of a symbol of a reception signal that has passed through
a fully correlated channel as shown in FIG. 11. In FIG. 11, the constellation 205050 of the reception signal is a constellation
obtained by adjusting the Euclidean distance using the value "a" as expressed in the following Expression 4. That is, in
the case in which input signals are encoded using the MIMO matrix, it is possible to calculate or set the value of the
encoding factor "a" such that reception symbols have the same Euclidean distances in a constellation of a reception
signal that has passed through a fully correlated channel and to encode the input signals using the calculated or set
value "a" of the encoding factor. Such a value "a" may be represented by Expression 4 for each modulation scheme
combination.
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[0149] In the embodiment of FIG. 12, the constellation 205050 of the reception symbols corresponds to a constellation
in which the value "a" has been set to 3 and input signals have been MIMO-encoded through a combination of 4-QAM
and 4-QAM (i.e., QPSK+QPSK). That is, the distribution and constellation of the transmission and reception symbols
change according to modulation schemes of the reception signals and a combination of the modulation schemes and
the Euclidean distance changes according to the distribution and constellation of the symbols and therefore the value
"a" for optimizing the Euclidean distance may also change accordingly. Expression 4 also shows an encoding factor
value "a" for optimizing the Euclidean distance calculated when transmission and reception signals are a combination
of 4-QAM and 16-QAM (i.e., QPSK+16-QAM) and an encoding factor value "a" calculated when transmission and
reception signals are a combination of 16-QAM and 16-QAM (i.e., 16-QAM+16-QAM).
[0150] FIG. 13 illustrates a BER/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to the
first embodiment of the present invention.
[0151] Specifically, FIG. 13 shows a simulated performance difference between the Golden Code (GC) scheme, the
SM scheme, and the MIMO encoding method (SM OPT1) according to the first embodiment when transmission and
reception signals are of 16-QAM in a fully correlated channel and 2 transmission antennas and 2 reception antennas
are provided. The following charts also show simulation results when an AWGN channel environment having the same
channel according to the MIMO transmission and reception paths is a fully correlated channel environment as in FIG. 13.
[0152] It can be seen from FIG. 13 that the MIMO encoding method according to the first embodiment exhibits signif-
icantly better performance than the GC scheme or the SM scheme. In the chart of FIG. 13, an arrow shows an SNR
gain of the first embodiment of the present invention. Specifically, it can be seen from FIG. 13 that the SNR gain increases
as the code rate of the outer code increases. Especially, it can be seen that, in the case of the SM scheme, decoding
cannot be performed in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment and services cannot be received regardless of the
SNR at a code rate higher than 2/5.
[0153] FIG. 14 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to
the first embodiment of the present invention in an uncorrelated channel.
[0154] In FIG. 14, a capacity satisfying a specific error rate on the horizontal axis representing the SNR is shown
according to each MIMO scheme. In the chart of FIG. 14, OSFBC denotes the Alamouti scheme. From the chart, it can
be seen that the MIMO encoding method of the first embodiment of the present invention exhibits the same performance
as the SM scheme while exhibiting the best performance among other schemes.
[0155] FIG. 15 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing the performance of the MIMO encoding method according to
the first embodiment of the present invention in a fully correlated channel.
[0156] It can be seen from FIG. 15 that, in a fully correlated MIMO channel, the MIMO encoding method according to
the first embodiment exhibits significantly better SNR performance than the SM scheme and the GC scheme and also
exhibits better performance than the SISO scheme.
[0157] Accordingly, it can been from the charts of FIGs. 14 and 15, the MIMO encoding method according to the first
embodiment of the present invention can achieve higher performance than the GC scheme while using a system having
lower complexity than the GC scheme and can also achieve significantly better performance than the SM scheme having
similar complexity in a fully correlated channel environment.
[0158] In another embodiment of the present invention, a GC subset may be used as a MIMO encoding matrix when
MIMO encoding is performed. In this case, the MIMO encoding matrix is represented by Expression 5. 

[0159] Using the encoding matrix of Expression 5 exhibits better performance than the first embodiment of the present
invention.
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[0160] FIG. 16 illustrates a constellation when a GC subset is used as a MIMO encoding matrix and a constellation
when the first embodiment is applied.
[0161] The constellation of FIG. 16 is a constellation in the case in which 16-QAM type input signal S1 and 16-QAM
type input signal S2 are MIMO-encoded using a MIMO encoding matrix and signals transmitted through 2 transmission
antennas are received by a receiver through a fully correlated channel. The left part of FIG. 16 shows a reception
constellation when a GC subset is used and the right part shows a reception constellation when the first embodiment is
used.
[0162] FIG. 17 illustrates a capacity/SNR chart showing a performance comparison between when a GC subset is
used as a MIMO encoding matrix and when the first embodiment is used.
[0163] As can be seen from the chart, SNR performance is higher when the GC subset is used while the minimum
Euclidean distance of a constellation of a reception signal when the first embodiment (SM OPT1) is applied is greater
than when the GC subset is used. Thus, the performance of the first embodiment differs due to a factor other than the
Euclidian distance, the reason of which is described below.
[0164] FIG. 18 illustrates a relationship between Euclidean distance and Hamming distance in a constellation when
a GC subset is used as a MIMO encoding matrix and in a constellation when the first embodiment is used.
[0165] The reason why the SNR performance of the first embodiment is lower than that when the GC subset is used
although the minimum Euclidean distance of the first embodiment is greater than when the GC subset is used is associated
with the relationship between the Euclidian distance and the Hamming distance.
[0166] Hamming distance distributions when the first embodiment is applied and when the GC subset is used are
similar and have no gray mapping. However, it can be seen from FIG. 18 that the Euclidian distance of a green line pair
or a black line pair having a greater Hamming distance when the GC subset is used is greater than that when the first
embodiment is applied. That is, although internal Euclidian distances of 4 by 4 16-QAM constellations which are distributed
over 16 areas in the total constellation are similar in both cases, the Euclidian distance between the 4 by 4 16-QAM
constellations when the GC subset is used is greater, thereby compensating for the Hamming distance performance
difference.
[0167] Due to such characteristics, the case of using the GC subset exhibits higher BER performance than the case
of the first embodiment although the minimum Euclidean distance when the GC subset is used is smaller than when the
first embodiment is applied. Accordingly, in the following, the present invention suggests a MIMO encoding method
having higher SNR performance or BER performance.

2. Second Embodiment: MIMO encoding method taking into consideration gray mapping in addition to Euclidian distance

[0168] The second embodiment suggests a MIMO encoding method in which an encoding factor value "a" is set so
as to optimize the Euclidean distance, similar to the first embodiment, and MIMO encoding is performed such that a
reception signal that has passed through a fully correlated channel has a gray mapping (or gray mapping form).
[0169] In the MIMO encoding method of the second embodiment, at the receiving side, the signs of real and imaginary
parts of the input signal S2 among the input signals S 1 and S2 may be changed according to a value of the input signal
S1 such that each signal becomes a gray mapping signal. Data values included in the input signal S2 may be changed
using a method represented by the following Expression 6. That is, the MIMO encoder may perform MIMO encoding
after changing signs of the input signal S2 according to the value of the input signal S1 while using the same MIMO
encoding factor as used in the first embodiment. 
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[0170] FIG. 19 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has
been performed according to the second embodiment of the present invention.
[0171] If bit values assigned to the real and imaginary parts of the input signal S 1 212010 among the input signals
S1 and S2 212010 and 212020 are XORed as in Expression 6 and the signs of the real and imaginary parts are determined
according to the XORed value and transmission signal 1 202030 and transmission signal 2 212040 are transmitted
respectively through antenna 1 and antenna 2, then reception symbols of a reception signal 212050, which is received
by the receiver via a fully correlated channel, have a gray mapping form such that the Hamming distance between
adjacent symbols in the constellation does not exceed 2 as shown in FIG. 19.
[0172] Since an (M*N)-QAM signal received by the receiver has a minimum Euclidean distance and a gray mapping
form, the second embodiment may achieve the same performance as the SIMO scheme even in a fully correlated MIMO
channel environment. However, when signals S 1 and S2 are acquired by decoding the reception signal at the ML
decoder, complexity may be increased since the value of S2 depends on the value of S1 and performance may be
degraded due to the correlation between input signals in an uncorrelated MIMO channel.

3. Third Embodiment: MIMO encoding method that sets MIMO encoding factor taking into consideration Hamming 
distance in addition to Euclidian distance

[0173] The third embodiment suggests a method in which MIMO encoding is performed by setting an encoding factor
value "a" so as to optimize the Euclidian distance taking into consideration the Hamming distance of a reception signal
rather than allowing the entire constellation of the reception signal to have a Euclidian distance as in the first embodiment.
[0174] FIG. 18 illustrates a MIMO encoding method according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
[0175] FIG. 20 illustrates a relationship between the value of an encoding factor "a" of a MIMO encoding matrix and
a Hamming distance in a constellation of a reception signal received through a fully correlated MIMO channel. In the
third embodiment, a Hamming distance of interval D_E1 is smaller than a Hamming distance of interval D_E2 in the
constellation of the reception signal and therefore the Euclidian distance is adjusted so as to compensate for the Hamming
distance difference by maintaining the power difference between the interval D_E1 and the interval D_E2 such that the
power of the interval D_E1 is twice the power of the interval D_E2. That is, the Euclidian distance is adjusted so as to
compensate for the reconstruction performance difference due to the Hamming distance difference using the power
difference.
[0176] In the example of FIG. 20, the Hamming distance of the interval D_E2 is twice higher than that of the interval
D_E1. That is, the Euclidian distance between adjacent symbols in an interval, whose Hamming distance is twice greater
than another interval since the number of bits thereof is twice greater than the other interval, can be increased so as to
increase power of the interval, thereby compensating for performance degradation due to the Hamming distance differ-
ence when a reception signal is reconstructed. First, a relative Euclidian distance of a reception signal into which 2
transmission signals St1 and St2 received by the receiver are combined as shown in FIG. 8 is determined. It can be
seen from the above Expression 1 that the minimum Euclidean distance of a 16-QAM symbol whose power is reduced
is 2(a-1) and the minimum Euclidean distance of a 16-QAM symbol whose power is increased is 2(a+1) (since one
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reception signal is expressed as R = h{(a+1)S1 + (a-1)S2}). It can be seen from FIG. 20 that d_E1 is equal to the Euclidian
distance of 16-QAM symbols whose power has been reduced. It can also be seen from FIG. 20 that D_E2 is twice a
distance obtained by subtracting 3/2 of the Euclidean distance of 16-QAM symbols whose power has been reduced
from 1/2 of the Euclidean distance of 16-QAM symbols whose power has been increased. This may be represented by
Expression 7. 

[0177] That is, the MIMO encoder performs MIMO encoding on input signals by distributing different power to the input
signals using the MIMO matrix such that the signals have different Euclidian distances. In this case, the MIMO encoder
may perform MIMO encoding by calculating and setting the encoding factor value "a" such that input signals with dis-
tributed power have Euclidian distances for compensating for a Hamming distance difference according to the third
embodiment.
[0178] FIG. 21 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has
been performed according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
[0179] In the example of FIG. 21, when an input signal S1 (214010) and an input signal S2 (214020) are MIMO-
encoded according to the third embodiment, the encoded transmission signals have constellations (214030) and
(214040). When the transmission signals are transmitted through a MIMO channel, a reception signal received by the
receiver has a constellation 214050. It can be seen from the constellation of the reception signal 214050 that the Euclidean
distance has been adjusted according to the Hamming distance.
[0180] In the example described above with reference to FIGs. 20 and 21, the value "a" is calculated when the input
signal S1 is a 16-QAM signal and the input signal S2 is also a 16-QAM signal. The value "a" of a different modulation
scheme may be calculated as shown in Expression 8 using the same principle. 

[0181] Here, it is assumed that, in the case of QPSK+16-QAM MIMO, the values suggested above are obtained when
power of the input signals S1 and S2 has been normalized to 1 after the input signals S 1 and S2 are QAM-modulated
through QPSK and 16-QAM, respectively, at the symbol mapper. When the power has not been normalized, the value
"a" may be modified accordingly.
[0182] In addition, in the case of QPSK+16-QAM, a value of 4.0 other than the above-suggested values may be used
as the value "a". The reason for this is that the combined signal can represent all input signals S 1 and S2 even when
the SM scheme is applied in a fully correlated channel environment. In this case, a value of 4.0 or a value close to 4.0
may be used instead of the value calculated using Expression 7 in order to compensate a high code rate of the outer code.
[0183] FIG. 22 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of MIMO encoding methods ac-
cording to the present invention.
[0184] It can be seen from the left chart that, in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment, the MIMO encoding
method (SM OPT2) of the second embodiment has almost the same performance as the SIMO scheme. However, it
can be seen from the right chart that, in an uncorrelated MIMO channel environment, the MIMO encoding method (SM
OPT2) of the second embodiment suffers from performance degradation due to the relationship between the MIMO-
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encoded and transmitted signals S1 and S1, specifically, since the signal S2 depends on the signal S1 as described above.
[0185] It can also be seen that the MIMO encoding method (SM OPT3) of the third embodiment experiences no
performance loss in an uncorrelated MIMO channel while exhibiting performance better than the first embodiment (SM
OPT1) in a fully correlated MIMO channel (or channel environment).
[0186] FIG. 23 illustrates different capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of MIMO encoding methods
according to the present invention.
[0187] It can be seen from the left chart that, in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment, the MIMO encoding
method (SM OPT3) of the third embodiment exhibits better performance than the first embodiment (SM OPT1) and the
MIMO encoding method (SM OLDP Golden) that uses a subset of Gold Code (GC) and it can also be seen from the
right chart that the MIMO encoding method (SM OPT3) of the third embodiment experiences no performance loss in an
uncorrelated MIMO channel environment.
[0188] When the second embodiment and the third embodiment are compared with reference to the above descriptions
and charts, it can be seen that the second embodiment exhibits the same performance as SIMO in a fully correlated
MIMO channel environment and thus does not suffer any performance loss, thereby solving the problems of the MIMO
scheme in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment. However, in the second embodiment, input signals S1 1 and
S2 are not independent of each other due to MIMO encoding such that the signal S2 changes according to the signal
S1, thereby causing performance degradation in an uncorrelated channel as can be seen from FIGs. 21 and 22. Ac-
cordingly, iterative ML detection may be used in order to solve the problem that reception and decoding errors of the
signal S1 are reflected in the signal S2, causing an additional decoding error of the signal S2.
[0189] In the iterative ML detection method, an outer code is included in an iterative loop and a detection error of the
signal S1 is reduced using a soft posteriori probability value of the signal S1 output from an outer port as an a priori
probability value of the ML detector, thereby reducing the probability of application of the detection error of the signal
S1 for detection of the signal S2. This method allows the MIMO encoding method of the second embodiment to exhibit
performance of the SIMO system in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment and exhibit performance of the SIMO
system in an uncorrelated MIMO channel environment.
[0190] In the MIMO encoding method of the third embodiment, a reception signal received through a fully correlated
MIMO channel is designed taking into consideration both the Hamming distance and the Euclidian distance. Accordingly,
the MIMO encoding method of the third embodiment not only has better performance in a fully correlated MIMO channel
but also has no performance loss compared to the SM scheme in an uncorrelated MIMO channel such that it is possible
to use both MIMO transmission and reception gains. In this case, there is an advantage in implementation of the receiver
since the receiver has complexity similar to the SM scheme.
[0191] FIG. 24 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of combinations of modulation
schemes in the MIMO encoding method according to the third embodiment of the present invention.
[0192] Specifically, FIG. 24 shows a performance comparison of a QPSK+QPSK MIMO transmission scheme and a
16-QAM+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme of the third embodiment with SIMO schemes of 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and
256-QAM and SISO schemes of 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM
[0193] From the left chart, it can be seen that, in an uncorrelated channel environment, the third embodiment achieves
the MIMO transmission and reception gain and exhibits significantly better performance than the SIMO or SISO scheme.
From the right chart, it can also be seen that, in a fully correlated channel environment, the third embodiment exhibits
better performance than the SISO scheme but there is a performance difference between the QPSK+QPSK MIMO
transmission scheme and the 16-QAM+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme as shown. A QPSK+16-QAM transmission
scheme may be used to compensate for the performance difference. In the QPSK+16-QAM transmission scheme, data
of one of the input signals S1 and S2 used for MIMO encoding/decoding is a QPSK symbol and data of the other is a
16-QAM symbol. In this case, the amount of data that is transmitted at once is similar to 64-QAM of the SISO scheme.
[0194] FIG. 25 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation
levels when a QPSK+QPSK MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.
[0195] The charts of FIG. 25 show measured performance of different MIMO channel correlation levels. A range from
(cor 0.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 0 to (cor 1.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 1 is divided into 0.0,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0 and performance of each correlation level is shown in a corresponding chart.
[0196] From the charts of FIG. 25, it can be seen that, when the encoding method of the third embodiment uses a
QPSK+QPSK MIMO transmission scheme, performance increases as the correlation between channels increases. It
can also be seen that performance is degraded to the extent that decoding is not possible in the case of a fully correlated
MIMO channel (cor 1.0) when the SM scheme is used.
[0197] When the GS scheme is used, the encoding method may exhibit performance which increases as the code
rate increases. However, the increased performance may still be small and the method exhibits performance lower than
the embodiments of the present invention at a low code rate. From the chart of FIG. 25, it can be seen that the performance
of the GC scheme is seriously degraded in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment.
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[0198] FIG. 26 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation
levels when a QPSK+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.
[0199] The charts of FIG. 26 show measured performance of different MIMO channel correlation levels. A range from
(cor 0.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 0 to (cor 1.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 1 is divided into 0.0,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0 and performance of each correlation level is shown in a corresponding chart.
[0200] From the charts of FIG. 26, it can be seen that, when the encoding method of the third embodiment uses a
QPSK+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme, performance increases as the correlation between channels increases. It
can also be seen that performance is significantly degraded in a fully correlated MIMO channel (cor 1.0) when the SM
scheme or the GC scheme is used.
[0201] FIG. 27 illustrates capacity/SNR charts showing a performance comparison of different channel correlation
levels when a 16-QAM+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme is used in the MIMO encoding method according to the
third embodiment of the present invention.
[0202] The charts of FIG. 27 show measured performance of different MIMO channel correlation levels. A range from
(cor 0.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 0 to (cor 1.0) corresponding to a correlation level of 1 is divided into 0.0,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.0 and performance of each correlation level is shown in a corresponding chart.
[0203] From the charts of FIG. 27, it can be seen that, when the encoding method of the third embodiment uses a 16-
QAM+16-QAM MIMO transmission scheme, performance increases as the correlation between channels increases. It
can also be seen that performance is significantly degraded in a fully correlated MIMO channel (cor 1.0) when the SM
scheme or the GC scheme is used. Especially, it can be seen that, when the SM scheme is used, decoding is not possible
at all code rates in a fully correlated MIMO channel environment.
[0204] Power imbalance may occur between signals that are transmitted through respective communication paths
when MIMO transmission and reception is performed. That is, signals transmitted through a plurality of transmission
antennas may be received by a receiver with different powers. In the worst case, only a signal transmitted by one
transmission antenna may be received by the receiver. The following is a description of a MIMO encoding method which
can minimize performance degradation in such a power imbalance situation. Especially, a MIMO encoding method in
which MIMO encoding is performed by additionally taking into consideration a power imbalance situation while using
the MIMO encoding matrix of the present invention having an encoding factor as described above.

4. Fourth Embodiment: MIMO encoding method for minimizing encoding factor value "a" taking into consideration Euc-
lidian distance of transmission signal

[0205] The value "a" may be calculated taking into consideration the Euclidian distance of the transmission signal
while using the MIMO encoding matrix described above. In a MIMO system having 2 transmission antennas and 2
reception antennas, when an input signal S1 is an M-QAM symbol and an input signal S2 is an N-QAM symbol, a signal
S1+S2 received by a receiving side via a fully correlated MIMO channel is an (M*N)-QAM signal.
[0206] FIG. 28 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has
been performed according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention.
[0207] In the embodiment of FIG. 28, the input signal S1 has a constellation 221010 as a 16-QAM symbol and the
input signal S2 has a constellation 221020 as a 16-QAM symbol. If the input signal S1 and the input signal S2 are MIMO-
encoded using the MIMO encoding matrix, the encoded transmission signals St1 and St2 transmitted through antenna
1 (Tx1) and antenna 2 (Tx2) are 256-QAM symbols and the constellations of the encoded transmission signals have no
minimum Euclidean distance. Although the value "a" may be determined by optimizing the Euclidian distance with
reference to a reception signal as described above in the first embodiment, this may degrade decoding performance in
a power imbalance situation. Accordingly, if the Euclidian distance is optimized with reference to transmission signals
from the transmitting side, it is possible to minimize performance degradation that occurs in a power imbalance situation
at the receiving side. The value "a" for optimizing the Euclidian distance with reference to transmission signals may be
represented by Expression 9. 

[0208] When the value "a" determined according to Expression 9 is used, i.e., when the value "a" is set to 4 and MIMO
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encoding is performed using the same in the example of FIG. 28, the transmission signals St1 and St2 have a constellation
221030 and a constellation 221040, respectively. From the constellations 221030 and 221040 of the transmission signals
St1 and St2, it can be seen that the Euclidian distance is distributed uniformly. Accordingly, it can be understood that,
when the MIMO encoding method of the fourth embodiment is used, it is possible to minimize reception performance
degradation since the Euclidian distance of the transmission signals received in a power imbalance situation has been
optimized.
[0209] However, a different value needs to be used when symbol types of input signals are different as in the QPSK+16-
QAM transmission method. The reason for this is that, when modulation schemes of input signals used for MIMO
transmission are different, a trade-off problem occurs such that, if the optimized value "a" is used for one transmission
antenna, then a signal having relatively low performance is transmitted through another transmission antenna.

2. Fifth Embodiment: MIMO encoding method taking into consideration gray mapping in addition to Euclidian distance 
of transmission signal

[0210] The fifth embodiment suggests a MIMO encoding method in which an encoding factor value "a" is set so as to
optimize the Euclidean distance of the transmission signal, similar to the fourth embodiment, and MIMO encoding is
performed such that a transmission signal that has passed through a fully correlated channel has a gray mapping (or
gray mapping form) in a power imbalance situation.
[0211] In the MIMO encoding method of the fifth embodiment, the signs of real and imaginary parts of the input signal
S2 among the input signals S1 and S2 may be changed according to a value of the input signal S1 such that each
transmission signal becomes a gray mapping signal. Similar to the second embodiment, data values included in the
input signal S2 may be changed using a method represented by Expression 6 described above.
[0212] Bit values assigned to the real and imaginary parts of the input signal S1 among the input signals S 1 and S2
may be XORed as in Expression 6 and the signs of the real and imaginary parts may be determined according to the
XORed value and transmission signal 1 and transmission signal 2 having a gray mapping form may then be transmitted
respectively through antenna 1 and antenna 2.
[0213] Since a (M*N)-QAM signal transmitted by the transmitting side has a minimum Euclidean distance and a gray
mapping, the fifth embodiment may achieve the same performance as the SIMO scheme even in a power imbalance
situation. However, when signals S 1 and S2 are acquired by decoding the reception signal at the ML decoder, complexity
may be increased since the value of S2 depends on the value of S1.

3. Sixth Embodiment: MIMO encoding method taking into consideration Hamming distance in addition to Euclidian 
distance of transmission signal

[0214] In the sixth embodiment, an encoding factor value "a" is set so as to optimize the Euclidian distance taking into
consideration the Hamming distance of a transmission signal rather than allowing the entire constellation of the trans-
mission signal to have a Euclidian distance as in the fourth embodiment. Specifically, it is possible to design an encoding
matrix such that the square of the Euclidian distance between adjacent constellation points when the Hamming distance
between the adjacent constellation points is 2 is twice the square of the Euclidian distance between the points when the
Hamming distance is 1. That is, the Euclidian distance is adjusted such that a reconstruction performance difference
due to a Hamming distance difference can be compensated for using a power difference.
[0215] Assuming that the transmission signal has a constellation shown in FIG. 18, a Hamming distance of interval
D_E1 is 1/2 of a Hamming distance of interval D_E2 and therefore the Euclidian distance can be adjusted so as to
compensate for the Hamming distance difference by maintaining the power difference between the interval D_E1 and
the interval D_E2 such that the power of the interval D_E1 is twice the power of the interval D_E2. That is, the Hamming
distance of the interval D_E2 is twice higher than that of the interval D_E1. Specifically, the Euclidian distance between
adjacent symbols in an interval, whose Hamming distance is twice greater than another interval since the number of
bits thereof is twice greater than the other interval, can be increased so as to increase power of the interval, thereby
compensating for performance degradation due to the Hamming distance difference when a reception signal is recon-
structed.
[0216] The value "a" may be obtained using the above conditions, which may be represented by Expression 10. 
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[0217] FIG. 29 illustrates input signals and transmission and reception signals when a MIMO encoding method has
been performed according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention.
[0218] In the embodiment of FIG. 29, the input signal S1 has a constellation 222010 as a 16-QAM symbol and the
input signal S2 has a constellation 222020 as a 16-QAM symbol. If the input signal S1 and the input signal S2 are MIMO-
encoded using the MIMO encoding matrix including the encoding factor set according to the sixth embodiment, the
encoded transmission signals St1 and St2 transmitted through antenna 1 (Tx1) and antenna 2 (Tx2) are 256-QAM
symbols and the encoded transmission signals have constellations 208030 and 208040 having Euclidian distances
taking into consideration Hamming distances. In addition, since each of the transmission signals has a symbol distribution
having a Euclidian distance taking into consideration the Hamming distance, it is possible to minimize performance loss
even when the receiver performs decoding using only one of the transmission signals in a power imbalance situation.
[0219] However, a different value needs to be used when symbol types of input signals are different as in the QPSK+16-
QAM transmission method. The reason for this is that, when modulation schemes of input signals used for MIMO
transmission are different, a trade-off problem may occur such that, if the optimized value "a" is used for one transmission
antenna, then a signal having relatively low performance is transmitted through another transmission antenna.
[0220] The broadcast signal transmission and reception devices according to an embodiment of the present invention
can independently perform MISO or MIMO processing on PLP data as described above. In this case, the broadcast
signal transmission and reception devices according to an embodiment of the present invention can process data using
a hybrid MIMO scheme. The following is a description of an embodiment of broadcast signal transmission and reception
devices that use the hybrid MIMO scheme.
[0221] When the BICM encoder 101200 of the broadcast signal transmission device shown in FIG. 1 performs MIMO
processing on PLP data using an SM scheme, data transfer rate may greatly vary according to the symbol mapping
scheme since the constellation mapper and the constellation demapper use the same symbol mapping/demapping
scheme. For example, if the constellation mapper uses a QAM symbol mapping scheme, data can be transmitted using
a data transfer rate such as 4bps/Hz (QPSK + QPSK), 8bps/Hz (16QAM + 16QAM), 12bps/Hz (64QAM + 64QAM), or
16bps/Hz (256QAM + 256QAM). In this case, the data transfer rates such as 6bps/Hz, 10bps/Hz, and 14bps/Hz cannot
be selected. Accordingly, the system designer can transmit data using a system that has a data transfer rate higher than
a data rate corresponding to the amount of data that is to be transmitted. In this case, a Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
required for the receiving side to receive the data may be increased.
[0222] That is, when MIMO technology is used, the data transfer rate may vary according to the symbol mapping
scheme and variation in the data transfer rate according to the symbol mapping scheme may increase when data is
transmitted using more than 2 transmission paths.
[0223] Accordingly, in the case in which signals are transmitted through a plurality of paths using MIMO technology,
the data transfer rate may be adjusted using a number of different symbol mapping schemes corresponding to the
number of the transmission paths. That is, if MIMO encoding is performed by applying a different symbol mapping
scheme to each input data for MIMO encoding, the rate of data transmitted per unit time can change according to the
symbol mapping scheme such that the system designer can select and use a system according to a specific data transfer
rate from among subdivided data transfer rates. A specific embodiment of this method is described below.
[0224] FIGs. 30 and 31 are block diagrams of broadcast signal transmission and reception devices using a hybrid
MIMO scheme according to the present invention.
[0225] Specifically, FIG. 30 illustrates an embodiment of the broadcast signal transmission device using the hybrid
MIMO scheme according to the present invention.
[0226] As shown in FIG. 30, the broadcast signal transmission device using the hybrid MIMO scheme according to
the present invention includes an FEC encoder 280100, a demultiplexer 280200, a first constellation mapper (or first
symbol mapper) 280300, a second constellation mapper (or second symbol mapper) 280310, a first power correction
unit (or first power calibration unit) 280400, a second power correction unit (or second power calibration unit) 280410,
a MIMO encoder 2802500, a first frame mapper 280600, a second frame mapper 280610, a first OFDM modulator
280700, and a second OFDM modulator 280710.
[0227] The FEC mapper 280100 may perform error correction encoding on data to be transmitted using a specific
error correction code scheme.
[0228] The demultiplexer 280200 may divide the error correction coded data into the same number of data sections
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as the number of antennas and may output the divided data sections. For example, when the error correction coded
data is transmitted through 2 antennas, the demultiplexer 280200 may demultiplex the input data into 2 data sections
and output the 2 data sections to 2 transmission paths.
[0229] The first constellation mapper 280300 and the second constellation mapper 280310 may perform symbol
mapping on each of the demultiplexed data sections. The symbol mapping scheme may vary according to each symbol
mapper and the symbol mapping schemes of the first constellation mapper 280300 and the second constellation mapper
280310 shown in FIG. 28 may differ from each other.
[0230] The first power correction unit 280400 and the second power correction unit 280410 may adjust powers of
symbols to respective optimal powers according to two different symbol mapping schemes. For example, symbols may
be transmitted with an average power of symbols according to the two symbol mapping schemes.
[0231] The MIMO encoder 280500 receives symbols, which are obtained using the different symbol mapping schemes
as described above, and performs MIMO encoding on the received symbols. The MIMO encoder 280500 may output
MIMO-encoded data signals, which are to be transmitted through transmission antennas, to respective transmission
paths.
[0232] Each of the first frame mapper 280600 and the second frame mapper 280610 may create a signal frame to be
transmitted through a respective antenna path.
[0233] Each of the first OFDM modulator 280700 and the second OFDM modulator 280710 may modulate the signal
frame according to an orthogonal frequency division modulation (OFDM) scheme and then transmit the modulated signal
through a respective antenna.
[0234] FIG. 31 illustrates an embodiment of the broadcast signal reception device using the hybrid MIMO scheme
according to the present invention.
[0235] As shown in FIG. 31, the broadcast signal transmission device using the hybrid MIMO scheme according to
the present invention includes a first synchronizer 290100, a second synchronizer 290110, a first OFDM demodulator
290200, a second OFDM demodulator 290210, a first frame parser 290300, a second frame parser 290310, a MIMO
decoder 290400, a first power correction unit (or first power calibration unit) 290500, a second power correction unit (or
second power calibration unit) 290510, a first constellation demapper (or first symbol demapper) 290600, a second
constellation demapper (or second symbol demapper) 290610, a multiplexer 290700, and an FEC decoder 290800. The
broadcast signal reception device according to the present invention may perform demapping on signals, which have
been received through a plurality of antennas using a MIMO scheme, according to different symbol demapping schemes.
[0236] The first synchronizer 290100 and the second synchronizer 290110 can acquire time and frequency-domain
synchronization of the signals received from the antennas.
[0237] The first OFDM demodulator 290200 and the second OFDM demodulator 290210 may perform demodulation
on the synchronized signals according to an OFDM scheme. The first OFDM demodulator 290200 and the second OFDM
demodulator 290210 may then acquire channel information of the signals received through 2 antenna paths and may
perform channel equalization on the same.
[0238] The first frame parser 290300 and the second frame parser 290310 may parse signal frames from the signals
that have been channel-equalized after being received through the 2 antennas.
[0239] The MIMO decoder 290400 may receive signals of the parsed signal frames and may perform MIMO decoding
on the same.
[0240] The first power correction unit 290500 and the second power correction unit 290510 may correct powers of
symbols, which have been changed when the symbols are transmitted, into original powers.
[0241] The first constellation demapper 290600 and the second constellation demapper 290610 may perform symbol
demapping according to different symbol demapping schemes. The symbol demapping schemes correspond to the
symbol mapping schemes and various data transfer rates (i.e., various bit granularities) can be acquired using different
symbol mapping schemes or using different symbol demapping schemes. Each of the first constellation demapper
290600 and the second constellation demapper 290610 may acquire a likelihood ratio (LLR) of a bit level for a power-
adjusted symbol of a respective transmission path and may perform symbol demapping using the acquired LLR.
[0242] The multiplexer 290700 may multiplex the symbols, which have been obtained through symbol demapping
according to the symbol demapping schemes of the first symbol demapper 290600 and the second symbol demapper
290610, into one bitstream.
[0243] The FEC decoder 290800 may perform error correction decoding on the bitstream output from the multiplexer
290700.
[0244] Accordingly, the same number of different symbol mapping/demapping schemes as the number of multiple
antenna paths through which transmission and reception is performed according to a hybrid MIMO scheme can be used
and the powers of symbols obtained through symbol mapping can be adjusted, thereby allowing symbols corresponding
to the different symbol mapping schemes to be transmitted with appropriate accuracy.
[0245] In an embodiment, the broadcast signal transmission and reception devices of the present invention may use
a polarity multiplexing MIMO scheme as described above. In addition, MIMO processing of the present invention may
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be applied to 6, 8, 10 bits/cell unit (bpcu) and also to intentional power imbalance of 0, 3, and 6 dB between two
transmission antennas.
[0246] In the following, the present invention suggests that MIMO matrices including precoding matrices and phase
hopping matrices be used in order to improve the performance of the SM scheme from among the MIMO encoding
schemes described above.
[0247] The precoding process is carried out on pairs of normalized QAM symbols from the output of the constellation
mapper. Also, the precoding process is repeated for each pair of QAM symbols in turn.
[0248] The precoding matrices may be defined and used as matrices including only the rotation matrix of the above
Expression 3 and may also be defined and used as matrices including the power imbalance matrix and the rotation
matrix of the above Expression 3. This may be changed according to designer intention. The rotation matrix of Expression
3 can express both input signals S1 and S2 provided through antenna 1 and antenna 2 even in a fully correlated channel,
thereby increasing diversity. In addition, when the Euclidian distances of the input signals S1 and S2 are different, the
power imbalance matrix may make the Euclidian distances equal. Accordingly, in the case in which the precoding matrix
is applied, it is possible to reduce performance degradation when signals output from the transmission antennas have
different powers and signals output through the transmission antennas have been modulated according to different
modulation schemes. The available power imbalances are 0 dB, 3 dB and 6 dB. In the following description of the present
invention, a parameter α of a power imbalance matrix for adjusting power imbalances of the input signals S1 and S2
may be referred to as an unequal power factor α.
[0249] Moreover, phase hopping may be applied to the output of such precoding and may include applying an incre-
mental phase change to cells transmitted through transmission antennas. When phase hopping is performed, it is possible
to minimize the influence of channel changes according to characteristics of the transmitter such that the transmitter
can acquire additional diversity. In the present invention, according to designer intention, a phase rotation can be applied
to a path corresponding to only a specific one of the multiple antennas, which can be changed according to designer
intention. Also, the phase-hopping matrix is independent of the modulation and power imbalance.
[0250] The following Expression 11 shows a MIMO matrix obtained by performing phase rotation on a precoding matrix. 

[0251] The positive/negative (+/-) signs of the cosine and sine components of the rotation matrix included in the rotation
matrix included in Expression 11 can be changed according to designer intention. The index "k" of phase hopping may
correspond to the index of an OFDM carrier or an index of an LDPC block mapped to a QAM symbol.
[0252] When the MIMO matrix is used, a power ratio "r" of transmission antennas having different polarities may be
determined as shown in Expression 12. In one embodiment of the present invention, the power ratio "r" is referred to as
a power imbalance linear factor. 

[0253] The power imbalance linear factor "r" may be used to determine the angle θ of the rotation matrix of Expression
11. The angle θ may be determined according to Expression 13. 
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[0254] Accordingly, the broadcast signal transmission system designer can design a MIMO broadcast transmission
and reception system which can optimize the unequal power factor "α" for the power imbalance linear factor "r" of
transmission antennas using Expression 13. In addition, the receiver, which receives signals to which the above expres-
sions have been applied, can separate signals S1 and S2 from the MIMO-encoded signals according to technology,
such as ML and sphere decoding, using the optimized unequal power factor "α", the power imbalance linear factor "r",
and Expression 11.
[0255] FIG. 32 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0256] Specifically, FIG. 32 illustrates graphs showing uncoded BER and coded BER performance of various unequal
power factors "α" for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using QPSK and is performed on an input
signal S2 using 16-QAM (6 bits/cell) when the power imbalance is 0dB, 3dB, and 6dB.
[0257] The left graphs show uncoded BER performance and the right graphs show coded BER performance.
[0258] The graphs of FIG. 32 show BER performance in the case in which an average power of QAM symbols used

for MIMO encoding is normalized to 1. That is, the normalization factor may be  in the case of QPSK and may be

 in the case of 16-QAM. In the case of coded BER, LDPC used for DVB-S2/T2 may be used as an FEC code,

which may be changed according to designer intention.
[0259] As shown in FIG. 32, an unequal power factor α which optimizes the uncoded BER when the power imbalance
is 0dB is 0.33 and unequal power factors α which optimize the uncoded BER when the power imbalance is 3dB and
6dB have not been specified. It can also be seen from FIG. 32 that an unequal power factor α which optimizes the coded
BER when the power imbalance is 0dB is 0.44 and unequal power factors α which optimizes the coded BER when the
power imbalance is 3dB and 6dB are about 0.32 and 0.2.
[0260] The system designer can acquire an unequal power factor α optimized for the coded BER as final performance
of the system and acquire an angle θ by substituting the acquired unequal power factor α into Expression 13. This
broadcast signal transmission system may have characteristics robust to noise while satisfying power imbalances of
0dB, 3dB, and 6dB between transmission antennas.
[0261] FIG. 33 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0262] Specifically, FIG. 33 illustrates graphs showing uncoded BER and coded BER performance of various unequal
power factors "α" for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using 16-QAM and is performed on an
input signal S2 using 16-QAM (8 bits/cell) when the power imbalance is 0dB, 3dB, and 6dB. Similar to the graphs of
FIG. 32, the graphs of FIG. 33 show BER performance in the case in which an average power of QAM symbols used
for MIMO encoding is normalized to 1.
[0263] As shown in FIG. 33, unequal power factors α which optimize the uncoded BER when the power imbalance is
3dB and 6dB have not been specified. It can also be seen from FIG. 33 that unequal power factors α which optimize
the coded BER when the power imbalance is 3dB and 6dB are about 0.32 and 0.2 although they are accurately specified.
[0264] As described above, if the power imbalance linear factor "r" and the unequal power factors "α" of the input
signals S1 and S2 are specified, then the angle θ of the rotation matrix is determined through Expression 13. The following
Table 1 summarizes values of the angle θ described through Expression 13.
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[0265] Although the angle θ can be determined based on the power imbalance linear factor "r" and the unequal power
factors "α" of the input signals S1 and S2 according to Expression 13, it may be possible that the angle θ cannot be
optimized when the power imbalance is 3dB or 6dB as shown in Table 1.
[0266] Accordingly, in an embodiment of the present invention, a MIMO output power control matrix for controlling
power of a MIMO-encoded signal output from each transmission antenna is used in order to optimize the angle θ when
the power imbalance is 3dB or 6dB. The MIMO output power control matrix may be defined as being included in the
precoding matrix (or matrices) described above. The MIMO output power control matrix includes an output symbol power
control factor "β" and is used to optimize the angle θ. In this case, the unequal power factor "α" of the input signals S1
and S2 may correspond to the parameter "β" and thus may be referred to as an input symbol power control factor.
[0267] The precoding matrix including the MIMO output power control matrix and the MIMO matrix including the phase
hopping matrix are represented by Expression 14. 

[0268] In this case, the output symbol power control factor "β" for the angle θ, the input symbol power control factor
"α", and the power imbalance linear factor "r" between given transmission antennas may be determined through Ex-
pression 15. 

[0269] FIG. 34 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0270] Specifically, FIG. 34 illustrates graphs showing an angle θ that optimizes coded BER performance of an unequal
power factor "α" for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using QPSK and is performed on an input
signal S2 using 16-QAM (6 bits/cell) and MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using 16-QAM and is
performed on an input signal S2 using 16-QAM (8 bits/cell), especially when the power imbalance is 3dB and 6dB at
which the angle θ cannot be optimized as shown in Table 1.
[0271] The upper graphs show coded BER performance for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1
using QPSK and is performed on an input signal S2 using 16-QAM (6 bits/cell) and the lower graphs show coded BER
performance for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using 16-QAM and is performed on an input

[Table 1]

0dB 3dB 6dB

α θ α θ α θ

6bits/cell
S1: QPSK

0.44 45° 1/3 0 1/5 0
S2:16QAM

8bits/cell
S1:16QAM

0.50
 

1/3 0 1/5 0
S2:16QAM
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signal S2 using 16-QAM (8 bits/cell).
[0272] The angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance can be obtained by substituting 0.44, which is the
optimal unequal power factor α of the power imbalance of 0dB in the case of 6 bits/cell as shown in Table 1, and 0.5,
which is the optimal unequal power factor α of the power imbalance of 0dB in the case of 8 bits/cell, into Expressions
14 and 15.
[0273] It can be seen from FIG. 34 that, in the case of 6 bits/cell, the angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance
when the power imbalance is 3dB is about 0° and the angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance when the
power imbalance is 6dB is 0°. It can also be seen from FIG. 34 that, in the case of 8 bits/cell, the angle θ which optimizes
the coded BER performance when the power imbalance is 3dB is about 25° and the angle θ which optimizes the coded
BER performance when the power imbalance is 6dB is 0°.
[0274] The following Table 2 summarizes values of such parameters determined through Expression 13.

[0275] FIG. 35 illustrates graphs showing BER performance of a system that uses a MIMO matrix according to another
embodiment of the present invention.
[0276] Specifically, FIG. 35 illustrates graphs showing an angle θ that optimizes coded BER performance of an unequal
power factor "α" for MIMO encoding that is performed on an input signal S1 using 16-QAM and is performed on an input
signal S2 using 64-QAM (10 bits/cell), especially when the power imbalance is 0dB, 3dB, and 6dB.
[0277] The coded BER performance may be measured for various values of α after fixing the output power control
factor β to 0.5 using Expression 13 in order to optimize the input signal power control factor when the power imbalance
between transmission antennas is 0dB. Although not shown in FIG. 35, when the power imbalance between transmission
antennas is 0dB, 3dB, and 6dB in the case of 10 bits/cell, the optimal performance is obtained at α values of 0.5, 1/3,
and 0.2, respectively.
[0278] Then, an angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance can be determined by substituting the α value
and the β value into Expression 14. As shown in FIG. 32, coded BER performance may be measured for the angle θ
while varying the angle θ after the α value is fixed to 0.5 and the β value is fixed to each of the values 0.5, 1/3, and 0.2
which are the α values obtained above.
[0279] It can be seen from FIG. 35 that an angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance when the power
imbalance is 0dB is about 22°, an angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance when the power imbalance is
3dB is about 15°, and an angle θ which optimizes the coded BER performance when the power imbalance is 0dB is 0°.
[0280] The following Table 3 summarizes values of such parameters determined through Expressions 14 and 15 when
the power imbalance is 0dB, 3dB, and 6dB, incorporating the results of the graphs of FIG. 35.

[0281] FIG. 36 is a flowchart of a broadcast signal transmission method according to an embodiment of the present

[Table 2]

0dB 3dB 6dB

β θ α β θ α β θ α

6bits/cell
S1: QPSK

0.50 45° 0.44 1/3 0 0.50 0.20 0 0.50
S2:16QAM

8bits/cell
S1:16QAM

0.50
 

0.50 1/3 25° 0.50 0.20 0 0.50
S2:16QAM

[Table 3]

0dB 3dB 6dB

β θ α β α α β θ α

6bits/cell
S1: QPSK

0.50 45° 0.44 1/3 0 0.50 0.20 0° 0.50
S2:16QAM

8bits/cell
S1:16QAM

0.50
 

0.50 1/3 25° 0.50 0.20 0° 0.50
S2:16QAM

10bits/cell
S1:16QAM

0.50 22° 0.50 1/3 15° 0.50 0.20 0° 0.50
S2:64QAM
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invention.
[0282] A demultiplexer of a broadcast signal transmitter according to an embodiment of the present invention may
demultiplex PLP data that is input through an independent path to generate a first input signal and a second input signal
for MIMO transmission (S340100). This demultiplexer is an embodiment of the demultiplexer that is described above
as a block included in the BICM encoder 101300 in FIG. 1.
[0283] A constellation mapper of the broadcast signal transmitter according to an embodiment of the present invention
may map the first input signal and the second input signal to a constellation on a per symbol basis (S340200). The
constellation mapper may rotate the constellation by a specific angle according to modulation type. Each constellation
generated through such rotation may be represented by an In-phase (I-phase) component and Quadrature-phase (Q-
phase) component and the constellation mapper may delay only the Q-phase component by an arbitrary value. Thereafter,
the constellation mapper may remap the demultiplexed PLP data to a new constellation using the I-phase component
and the delayed Q-phase component. This constellation mapper is an embodiment of the constellation mapper that is
described above as a block included in the BICM encoder 101300 in FIG. 1.
[0284] A MIMO processor of the broadcast signal transmitter according to an embodiment of the present invention
may perform MIMO processing on the first input signal and the second input signal (S340300).
[0285] The MIMO processing operation may be performed by the MIMO processor as described above. This MIMO
processor is an embodiment of the MIMO encoder that is described above as being included in the BICM encoder
101300 in FIG. 1. The MIMO processor may use MIMO matrices corresponding to the embodiments described above.
That is, the MIMO processor (or MIMO encoder) of the broadcast signal transmitter according to an embodiment of the
present invention may perform MIMO processing using a MIMO matrix from among the MIMO matrices described above
with reference to FIGs. 8 to 24 and the MIMO matrices described above with reference to Expressions 1 to 10 or FIGs.
32 to 35 and Expressions 11 to 15.
[0286] Specifically, the MIMO processor according to an embodiment of the present invention may perform MIMO
processing using a MIMO matrix (or matrices) including a precoding matrix (or matrices) and a phase-hopping matrix
(or matrices).
[0287] The precoding matrices may include a rotation matrix and a power imbalance matrix or may include a rotation
matrix, a power imbalance matrix, and a MIMO output power control matrix. The power imbalance matrix may include
a parameter for controlling power imbalances of a first input signal and a second input signal input for MIMO processing.
The MIMO output power control matrix may include a parameter for controlling the power imbalance between broadcast
signals transmitted through transmission antennas. The precoding process is carried out on pairs of normalized QAM
symbols from the output of the constellation mapper. Also, the precoding process is repeated for each pair of QAM
symbols in turn.
[0288] In an embodiment, values described in Tables 1 to 3 are used as the values of the parameters.
[0289] Phase hopping may be applied to the output of such precoding and may include applying an incremental phase
change to cells transmitted through transmission antennas. Also, the phase-hopping matrix is independent of the mod-
ulation and power imbalance.
[0290] A frame builder according to an embodiment of the present invention may generate at least 2 signal frames.
This frame builder is an embodiment of the frame builder 101400 described above with reference to FIG. 1 and may
pair and map input signals to a frame.
[0291] Thereafter, a transmission unit according to an embodiment of the present invention may perform OFDM
modulation on data included in the at least 2 signal frames and output the modulated data through at least 2 transmission
antennas (S340500). In this case, as described above, when the channel correlation between channels transmitted
through the first antenna and the second antenna is high, the first and second antennas may transmit a signal by applying
polarity to the signal according to whether the correlation is negative or positive. In the present invention, a MIMO scheme
using this method may be referred to as a polarity multiplexing MIMO scheme, the first antenna that adds polarity to a
received signal to transmit the signal may be referred to as a vertical antenna, and the second antenna that adds polarity
to a received signal to transmit the signal may be referred to as a horizontal antenna. Accordingly, the first OFDM
generating block of the present invention may OFDM-modulate a broadcast signal input through the first path and transmit
the modulated broadcast signal through the first antenna Tx1 and the second OFDM generating block of the present
invention may OFDM-modulate a broadcast signal input through the second path and transmit the modulated broadcast
signal through the second antenna Tx2. The transmission unit is an embodiment of the OFDM generator OFDM generator
101500 described above with reference to FIG. 1.
[0292] FIG. 37 is a flowchart of a broadcast signal reception method according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0293] A receiving unit of a broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention receives
data of at least two broadcast signals through at least two reception antennas and de-modulates the at least two received
broadcast signals through an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) method (S350100). The at least two
reception antennas may have polarities as described above. The reception unit, which is an embodiment of the OFDM
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demodulator 101700 described above with reference to FIG. 3, may perform a reverse procedure to that of the trans-
mission unit of the broadcast signal transmitter according to the embodiment of the present invention described above
with reference to FIG. 36.
[0294] A frame parser of the broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention is configured
to parse at least two signal frames from the demodulated broadcast signals (S350200). The frame parser, which is an
embodiment of the frame parser 107200 described above with reference to FIG. 3, may perform a reverse procedure
to that of the frame builder described above FIG. 36.
[0295] A MIMO processor of the broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention is
configured to perform MIMO processing on data in the at least two parsed signal frames (S350300). The MIMO processor
may perform a reverse procedure to that of the MIMO processor described above with reference to FIG. 36. This MIMO
processor is an embodiment of the MIMO decoder that is described above as a block included in the BICM decoder
107300 described above with reference to FIG. 3. The MIMO processor may perform MIMO processing using a MIMO
matrix from among the MIMO matrices described above with reference to FIGs. 8 to 24 and the MIMO matrices described
above with reference to Expressions 1 to 10 or FIGs. 32 to 35 and Expressions 11 to 15.
[0296] A constellation demapper of the broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention
is configured to perform Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) demapping on the MIMO-processed data (S350400).
The constellation demapper, which is a block included in the BICM decoder 107300 described above with reference to
FIG. 3, may perform a reverse procedure to that of the constellation mapper described above with reference to FIG. 36.
[0297] A multiplexer of the broadcast signal receiver according to an embodiment of the present invention is configured
to multiplex the de-mapped data to output Physical Layer Pipe (PLP) data (S350500). The multiplexer, which is a block
included in the BICM decoder 107300 described above with reference to FIG. 3, may perform a reverse procedure to
that of the demultiplexer described above with reference to FIG. 36.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting broadcast signals, the method comprising;
dividing data of at least one of Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs into first and second data;
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, QAM, mapping the first and second data of the at least one of the PLPs onto
constellations by a unit of QAM symbol;
Multi-input Multi-Output, MIMO, processing the QAM mapped first and second data of the at least one of the PLPs,
wherein the MIMO processing includes at least one of pre-coding processing and phase hopping processing, wherein
the pre-coding processing is performed by using a pre-coding matrix which is carried out on pairs of normalized
QAM symbols, wherein the phase hopping processing is performed by using a phase hopping matrix;
cell interleaving the MIMO processed data of the at least one of the PLPs;
time interleaving the cell interleaved data of the at least one of the PLPs, wherein data of the other PLPs are
processed by Multi-input Single-Output, MISO, scheme, wherein the MISO scheme includes dividing the data of
the other PLPs, QAM maping the divided data of the other PLPs, cell interleaving the QAM mapped data of the
other PLPs, time interleaving the cell interleaved data of the other PLPs, and MISO processing the time interleaved
data of the other PLPs;
building at least two signal frames by mapping the data of the PLPs, wherein the building at least two signal frames
further includes:

frequency interleaving data in the built at least two signal frames by interleaving paired consecutive input cells
as an interleaving unit; and
modulating the frequency interleaved data in the at least two signal frames by Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing, OFDM, method and

transmitting at least two broadcast signals having the modulated data by at least two transmit antennas.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the pre-coding matrix includes a first parameter wherein the first parameter is used
to control a power imbalance between the QAM mapped first and second data of the at least one of the PLPs.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the pre-coding matrix furher includes a second parameter, wherein the second
parameter is used to contorl a power imbalance between the MIMO processed data of the at least one of the PLPs.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the MIMO processing is performed by using a following matrix: 
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, wherein the α is equal to the first parameter, the β is equal to the second parameter, the k and N are a natural
number and the θ is a degree having specific values for rotation of the QAM mapped first and second data of the
at least one of the PLPs.

5. An apparatus for transmitting broadcast signals, the apparatus comprising;
a divider (604230) that divides data of at least one of Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs into first and second data;
a constellation mapper (604240-1, 604240-2) that Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, QAM, maps the first and
second data of the at least one of the PLPs onto constellations by a unit of QAM symbol;
a Multi-input Multi-Output, MIMO, processor (604250) that performs a MIMO processing the QAM mapped first and
second data of the at least one of the PLPs, wherein the MIMO processing includes at least one of pre-coding
processing and phase hopping processing, wherein the pre-coding processing is performed by using a pre-coding
matrix which is carried out on pairs of normalized QAM symobls, wherein the phase hopping processing is performed
by using a phase hopping matrix;
a cell interleaver (604260-1, 604260-2) that cell interleaves the MIMO processed data of the at least one of the PLPs;
a time interleaver (604270-1, 604270-2) that time interleaves the cell interleaved data of the at least one of the PLPs,
wherein data of the other PLPs are processed by Multi-input Single-Output, MISO, scheme, wherein the MISO
scheme includes dividing the data of the other PLPs, QAM mapping the divided data of the other PLPs, cell interleaving
the QAM mapped data of the other PLPs, time interleaving the cell interleaved data of the other PLPs, and MISO
processing the time interleaved data of the other PLPs;
a frame builder (101400) that builds at least two signal frames by mapping the data of the PLPs, wherein the frame
builder(101400) further includes:

a frequency interleaver that frequency interleaves data in the built at least two signal frames by interleaving
paired consecutive input cells as an interleaving unit;
and
a transmission unit (101500) that modulates the frequency interleaved data in the at least two signal frames by
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM, method and transmits at least two broadcast signals having
the modulated data by at least two transmit antennas.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the pre-coding matrix includes a first parameter wherein the first parameter is
used to control a power imbalance between the QAM mapped first and second data of the at least one of the PLPs.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the precoding matrix furher includes a second parameter, wherein the second
parameter is used to contorl a power imbalance between the MIMO processed data of the at least one of the PLPs.

8. The apparatus of claim 5, MIMO processing is performed by using a following matrix: 

, wherein the α is equal to the first parameter, the β is equal to the second parameter, the k and N are a natural
number and the θ is a degree having specific values for rotation of the QAM mapped first and second data of the
at least one of the PLPs.

9. A method for receiving broadcast signals, the method comprising;
receiving at least two broadcast signals by at least two receiving antennas and demodulating the received at least
two broadcast signals by Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM, method;
parsing at least two signal frames from the demodulated broadcast signals to output data of Physical Layer Pipes,
PLPs, wherein the parsing at least two signal frames further includes:

frequency de-interleaving data in the at least two signal frames by deinterleaving paired consecutive cells as a
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de-interleaving unit;
time de-interleaving data of the at least one of the PLPs;
cell de-interleaving the time de-interleaved data of the at least one of the PLPs;
Multi-Input Multi-Output, MIMO, decoding the cell de-interleaved data of the at least one of the PLPs, wherein
the MIMO decoding includes at least one of decoding processing and phase hopping decoding, wherein the
decoding processing is performed by using a decoding matrix, wherein the phase hopping decoding is performed
by using a phase hopping decoding matrix;
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, QAM, de-mapping the MIMO decoded data of the at least one of the PLPs; and
multiplexing the QAM de-mapped data of the at least one of the PLPs, wherein data of the other PLPs are
decoded by Multi-input Single-Output, MISO, scheme, wherein the MISO scheme includes MISO decoding the
data of the other PLPs, time deinterleaving the MISO decoded data of the other PLPs, cell de-interleaving the
time de-interleaved data of the other PLPs, QAM de-mapping the cell de-interleaved data of the other PLPs
and multiplexing the QAM de-mapped data of the other PLPs.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the decoding matrix includes a first parameter and a second parameter depending
on QAM mode and an intentional power imbalance of the at least two receiving antennas.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein MIMO decoding is performed by using a following matrix: 

, wherein the α is equal to the first parameter, the β is equal to the second parameter, the k and N are a natural
number and the θ is a degree having specific values for rotation of the cell de-interleaved data of the at least one
of the PLPs.

12. An apparatus for receiving broadcast signals, the apparatus comprising;
a receiving unit (107100) that receives at least two broadcast signals by at least two receiving antennas and de-
modulates the received at least two broadcast signals by Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, OFDM,
method;
a frame parser (107200) that parses at least two signal frames from the demodulated broadcast signals to output
data of Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs, wherein the frame parser (107200) further includes:

a frequency de-interleaver that frequency de-interleaves data in the at least two signal frames by de-interleaving
paired consecutive cells as a de-interleaving unit;
a time de-interleaver (612210-1, 612210-2) that time de-interleaves data of the at least one of the PLPs;
a cell de-interleaver (612220-1, 612220-2) that cell de-interleaves the time de-interleaved data of the at least
one of the PLPs;
a Multi-Input Multi-Output, MIMO, decoder (612230) that performs a MIMO decoding the cell de-interleaved
data of the at least one of the PLPs, wherein the MIMO decoding includes at least one of decoding processing
and phase hopping decoding, wherein the decoding processing is performed by using a decoding matrix, wherein
the phase hopping decoding is performed by using a phase hopping decoding matrix;
a constellation demapper (612240-1, 612240-2) that Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, QAM, de-maps the
MIMO decoded data of the at least one of the PLPs; and
a merger (612250) that multiplexes the QAM de-mapped data of the at least one of the PLPs,

wherein data of the other PLPs are decoded by Multi-input Single-Output, MISO, scheme, wherein the MISO scheme
includes MISO decoding the data of the other PLPs, time deinterleaving the MISO decoded data of the other PLPs,
cell de-interleaving the time de-interleaved data of the other PLPs, QAM de-mapping the cell de-interleaved data
of the other PLPs and multiplexing the QAM de-mapped data of the other PLPs.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the decoding matrix includes a first parameter and a second parameter depending
on QAM mode and an intentional power imbalance of the at least two receiving antennas.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, MIMO decoding is performed by using a following matrix: 
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, wherein the α is equal to the first parameter, the β is equal to the second parameter, the k and N are a natural
number and the θ is a degree having specific values for rotation of the cell de-interleaved data of the at least one
of the PLPs.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Senden von Rundfunksignalen, umfassend:

Teilen von Daten zumindest einer von Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs, in erste und zweite Daten;
Quadratur-Amplituden-Modulation-Abbilden, QAM-Abbilden, der ersten und zweiten Daten der zumindest einen
der PLPs auf Konstellationen durch eine QAM-Symbol-Einheit;
Multi-Input-Multi-Output-Verarbeiten, MIMO-Verarbeiten, der QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten der
zumindest einen der PLPs, wobei das MIMO-Verarbeiten zumindest ein Vorkodierungsverarbeiten und/oder
ein Phasensprungverarbeiten beinhaltet, wobei das Vorkodierungsverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Vorko-
dierungsmatrix ausgeführt wird, die an Paaren normalisierter QAM-Symbole durchgeführt wird, wobei das Pha-
sensprungverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Phasensprungmatrix ausgeführt wird;
Zellenverschachteln der MIMO-verarbeiteten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs;
Zeitverschachteln der zellenverschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs, wobei Daten der anderen
PLPs durch ein Multi-Input-Single-Output-Schema, MISO-Schema,
verarbeitet werden, wobei das MISO-Schema das Teilen der Daten der anderen PLPs, das QAM-Abbilden der
geteilten Daten der anderen PLPs, das Zellenverschachteln der QAM-abgebildeten Daten der anderen PLPs,
das Zeitverschachteln der zellenverschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs und das MISO-Verarbeiten der zeit-
verschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs beinhaltet;
Aufbauen von zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch Abbilden der Daten der PLPs, wobei das Aufbauen der
zumindest zwei Signalrahmen ferner Folgendes beinhaltet:

Frequenzverschachteln von Daten in den aufgebauten zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch Verschachteln
gepaarter aufeinanderfolgender Eingabezellen als eine Verschachtelungseinheit und
Modulieren der frequenzverschachtelten Daten in den zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch ein Orthogonal-
Frequency-Division-Multiplexing-Verfahren, OFDM-Verfahren, und

Senden von zumindest zwei Rundfunksignalen mit den modulierten Daten durch zumindest zwei Sendeanten-
nen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vorkodierungsmatrix einen ersten Parameter beinhaltet, wobei der erste
Parameter genutzt wird, ein Leistungsungleichgewicht zwischen den QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten
der zumindest einen der PLPs zu steuern.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Vorkodierungsmatrix ferner einen zweiten Parameter beinhaltet, wobei der
zweite Parameter genutzt wird, ein Leistungsungleichgewicht zwischen den MIMO-verarbeiteten Daten der zumin-
dest einen der PLPs zu steuern.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das MIMO-Verarbeiten unter Verwendung einer folgenden Matrix ausgeführt wird: 

wobei α gleich dem ersten Parameter ist, β gleich dem zweiten Parameter ist, k und N eine natürliche Zahl sind und
θ ein Grad ist, der spezifische Werte zur Rotation der QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten der zumindest
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einen der PLPs aufweist.

5. Vorrichtung zum Senden von Rundfunksignalen, umfassend;
eine Teilungseinrichtung (604230), die Daten zumindest einer von Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs, in erste und zweite
Daten teilt;
eine Konstellationsabbildungseinrichtung (604240-1, 604240-2), welche die ersten und zweiten Daten der zumindest
einen der PLPs durch eine QAM-Symbol-Einheit auf Konstellationen Quadratur-Amplituden-Modulation-abbildet,
QAM-abbildet;
eine Multi-Input-Multi-Output-Verarbeitungseinrichtung, MIMO-Verarbeitungseinrichtung (604250), die das MIMO-
Verarbeiten der QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs ausführt, wobei das
MIMO-Verarbeiten zumindest ein Vorkodierungsverarbeiten und/oder ein Phasensprungverarbeiten beinhaltet, wo-
bei das Vorkodierungsverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Vorkodierungsmatrix ausgeführt wird, die an Paaren
normalisierter QAM-Symbole durchgeführt wird, wobei das Phasensprungverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Pha-
sensprungmatrix ausgeführt wird;
eine Zellenverschachtelungseinrichtung (604260-1, 604260-2), welche die MIMO-verarbeiteten Daten der zumin-
dest einen der PLPs zellenverschachtelt;
eine Zeitverschachtelungseinrichtung (604270-1, 604270-2), welche die zellenverschachtelten Daten der zumindest
einen der PLPs zeitverschachtelt,
wobei Daten der anderen PLPs durch ein Multi-Input-Single-Output-Schema, MISO-Schema, verarbeitet werden,
wobei das MISO-Schema das Teilen der Daten der anderen PLPs, das QAM-Abbilden der geteilten Daten der
anderen PLPs, das Zellenverschachteln der QAM-abgebildeten Daten der anderen PLPs, das Zeitverschachteln
der zellenverschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs und das MISO Verarbeiten der zeitverschachtelten Daten der
anderen PLPs beinhaltet;
eine Rahmenaufbaueinrichtung (101400), die zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch Abbilden der Daten der PLPs
aufbaut, wobei die Rahmenaufbaueinrichtung (101400) ferner Folgendes beinhaltet:

eine Frequenzverschachtelungseinrichtung, die Daten in den aufgebauten zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch
Verschachteln gepaarter aufeinanderfolgender Eingabezellen als eine Verschachtelungseinheit frequenzver-
schachtelt;
und
eine Sendeeinheit (101500), welche die frequenzverschachtelten Daten in den zumindest zwei Signalrahmen
durch ein Orthogonal-Frequency-Division-Multiplexing-Verfahren, OFDM-Verfahren, moduliert und zumindest
zwei Rundfunksignale mit den modulierten Daten durch zumindest zwei Sendeantennen sendet.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Vorkodierungsmatrix einen ersten Parameter beinhaltet, wobei der erste
Parameter genutzt wird, ein Leistungsungleichgewicht zwischen den QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten
der zumindest einen der PLPs zu steuern.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Vorkodierungsmatrix ferner einen zweiten Parameter beinhaltet, wobei der
zweite Parameter genutzt wird, ein Leistungsungleichgewicht zwischen den MIMO-verarbeiteten Daten der zumin-
dest einen der PLPs zu steuern.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei das MIMO-Verarbeiten unter Verwendung einer folgenden Matrix ausgeführt
wird: 

wobei α gleich dem ersten Parameter ist, β gleich dem zweiten Parameter ist, k und N eine natürliche Zahl sind und
θ ein Grad ist, der spezifische Werte zur Rotation der QAM-abgebildeten ersten und zweiten Daten der zumindest
einen der PLPs aufweist.

9. Verfahren zum Empfangen von Rundfunksignalen, umfassend:

Empfangen von zumindest zwei Rundfunksignalen durch zumindest zwei empfangende Antennen und Demo-
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dulieren der empfangenen zumindest zwei Rundfunksignale durch ein Orthogonal-Frequency-Division-Multip-
lexing-Verfahren, OFDM-Verfahren;
Parsen von zumindest zwei Signalrahmen aus den demodulierten Rundfunksignalen, um Daten von Physical
Layer Pipes, PLPs, auszugeben, wobei das Parsen von zumindest zwei Signalrahmen ferner Folgendes bein-
haltet:

Frequenzentschachteln von Daten in den zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch Entschachteln gepaarter
aufeinanderfolgender Zellen als eine Entschachtelungseinheit;
Zeitentschachteln von Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs;

Zellenentschachteln der zeitentschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs;
Multi-Input-Multi-Output-Dekodieren, MIMO-Dekodieren, der zellenentschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen
der PLPs, wobei das MIMO-Dekodieren zumindest ein Dekodierungsverarbeiten und/oder ein Phasensprung-
dekodieren beinhaltet, wobei das Dekodierungsverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Dekodierungsmatrix aus-
geführt wird, wobei das Phasensprungdekodieren unter Verwendung einer
Phasensprungdekodierungsmatrix ausgeführt wird;
Quadratur-Amplituden-Modulation-Rückabbilden, QAM-Rückabbilden, der MIMOdekodierten Daten der zumin-
dest einen der PLPs und
Multiplexen der QAM-rückabgebildeten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs, wobei Daten der anderen PLPs
durch ein Multi-Input-Single-Output-Schema, MISO-Schema, dekodiert werden, wobei das MISO-Schema das
MISO-Dekodieren der Daten der anderen PLPs, das Zeitentschachteln der MISO-dekodierten Daten der an-
deren PLPs, das Zellenentschachteln der zeitentschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs, das QAM-Rückabbilden
der zellenentschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs und das Multiplexen der QAM-rückabgebildeten Daten der
anderen PLPs beinhaltet.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Dekodierungsmatrix einen ersten Parameter und einen zweiten Parameter
in Abhängigkeit von einem QAM-Modus und einem intendierten Leistungsungleichgewicht der zumindest zwei emp-
fangenden Antennen beinhaltet.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei das MIMO-Dekodieren unter Verwendung einer folgenden Matrix ausgeführt
wird: 

wobei α gleich dem ersten Parameter ist, β gleich dem zweiten Parameter ist, k und N eine natürliche Zahl sind und
θ ein Grad ist, der spezifische Werte zur Rotation der zellenentschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs
aufweist.

12. Vorrichtung zum Empfangen von Rundfunksignalen, umfassend:

eine Empfangseinheit (107100), die zumindest zwei Rundfunksignale durch zumindest zwei empfangende
Antennen empfängt und die empfangenen zumindest zwei Rundfunksignale durch ein Orthogonal-Frequency-
Division-Multiplexing-Verfahren, OFDM-Verfahren, demoduliert;
einen Rahmenparseinrichtung (107200), die zumindest zwei Signalrahmen aus den demodulierten Rundfunk-
signalen parst, um Daten von Physical Layer Pipes, PLPs, auszugeben, wobei der Rahmenparser (107200)
ferner Folgendes beinhaltet:
eine Frequenzentschachtelungseinrichtung, die Daten in den zumindest zwei Signalrahmen durch Entschach-
teln gepaarter aufeinanderfolgender Zellen als eine Entschachtelungseinheit frequenzentschachtelt;
eine Zeitentschachtelungseinrichtung (612210-1, 612210-2), die Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs zeitent-
schachtelt;
eine Zellenentschachtelungseinrichtung (612220-1, 612220-2), welche die zeitentschachtelten Daten der zu-
mindest einen der PLPs zellenentschachtelt;
eine Multi-Input-Multi-Output-Dekodierungseinrichtung, MIMO-Dekodierungseinrichtung (612230), die ein MI-
MO-Dekodieren der zellenentschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs ausführt, wobei das MIMO-
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Dekodieren zumindest ein Dekodierungsverarbeiten und/oder ein Phasensprungdekodieren beinhaltet, wobei
das Dekodierungsverarbeiten unter Verwendung einer Dekodierungsmatrix ausgeführt wird, wobei das Pha-
sensprungdekodieren unter Verwendung einer Phasensprungdekodierungsmatrix ausgeführt wird;
eine Konstellationsrückabbildungseinrichtung (612240-1, 612240-2), welche die MIMOdekodierten Daten der
zumindest einen der PLPs Quadratur-Amplituden-Modulationrückabbildet, QAM-rückabbildet; und
eine Zusammenführungseinrichtung (612250), welche die QAM-rückabgebildeten Daten der zumindest einen
der PLPs multiplext,

wobei Daten der anderen PLPs durch ein Multi-Input-Single-Output-Schema, MISO-Schema, dekodiert werden,
wobei das MISO-Schema das MISO-Dekodieren der Daten der anderen PLPs, das Zeitentschachteln der MISO-
dekodierten Daten der anderen PLPs, das Zellenentschachteln der zeitentschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs,
das QAM-Rückabbilden der zellenentschachtelten Daten der anderen PLPs und das Multiplexen der QAM-rückab-
gebildeten Daten der anderen PLPs beinhaltet.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Dekodierungsmatrix einen ersten Parameter und einen zweiten Parameter
in Abhängigkeit von einem QAM-Modus und einem intendierten Leistungsungleichgewicht der zumindest zwei emp-
fangenden Antennen beinhaltet.

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 13, wobei das MIMO Dekodieren unter Verwendung einer folgenden Matrix ausgeführt
wird: 

wobei α gleich dem ersten Parameter ist, β gleich dem zweiten Parameter ist, k und N eine natürliche Zahl sind und
θ ein Grad ist, der spezifische Werte zur Rotation der zellenentschachtelten Daten der zumindest einen der PLPs
aufweist.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour transmettre des signaux de diffusion, le procédé comprenant ;
la division de données d’au moins l’un de tuyaux de couche physique, PLPs, en premières et secondes données ;
le mappage à modulation d’amplitude en quadrature, QAM, des premières et secondes données de l’au moins un
des PLPs sur des constellations par une unité de symbole de QAM ;
le traitement à entrées multiples-sorties multiples, MIMO, des premières et secondes données mappées à QAM de
l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel le traitement à MIMO inclut au moins l’un parmi un traitement à précodage et
un traitement à saut de phase, dans lequel le traitement à précodage est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de précodage
qui est exécutée sur des paires de symboles de QAM normalisés, dans lequel le traitement à saut de phase est
réalisé en utilisant une matrice de saut de phase ;
l’entrelacement cellulaire des données traitées à MIMO de l’au moins un des PLPs ; l’entrelacement temporel des
données ayant subi un entrelacement cellulaire de l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel des données des autres
PLPs sont traitées par système à entrées multiples-sortie unique, MISO, dans lequel le système à MISO inclut la
division des données des autres PLPs, le mappage à QAM des données divisées des autres PLPs, l’entrelacement
cellulaire des données mappées à QAM des autres PLPs, l’entrelacement temporel des données ayant subi un
entrelacement cellulaire des autres PLPs, et le traitement à MISO des données ayant subi un entrelacement temporel
des autres PLPs ;
la construction d’au moins deux trames de signal en mappant les données des PLPs, dans lequel la construction
d’au moins deux trames de signal inclut en outre :

l’entrelacement fréquentiel de données dans les au moins deux trames de signal construites en entrelaçant
des cellules d’entrée consécutives appariées sous forme d’unité d’entrelacement ; et
la modulation des données ayant subi un entrelacement fréquentiel dans les au moins deux trames de signal
par méthode de multiplexage par répartition orthogonale de la fréquence, OFDM, et
la transmission d’au moins deux signaux de diffusion possédant les données modulées par l’intermédiaire d’au
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moins deux antennes de transmission.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la matrice de précodage inclut un premier paramètre dans lequel le
premier paramètre est utilisé pour contrôler un déséquilibre de puissance entre les premières et secondes données
mappées à QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la matrice de précodage inclut en outre un second paramètre, dans
lequel le second paramètre est utilisé pour contrôler un déséquilibre de puissance entre les données traitées à
MIMO de l’au moins un des PLPs.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le traitement à MIMO est réalisé en utilisant une matrice suivante : 

dans lequel α est égal au premier paramètre, β est égal au second paramètre, k et N sont un nombre naturel et θ
est un degré possédant des valeurs spécifiques pour la rotation des premières et secondes données mappées à
QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs.

5. Appareil pour transmettre signaux de diffusion, l’appareil comprenant :

un diviseur (604230) qui divise des données d’au moins l’un de tuyaux de couche physique, PLPs, en premières
et secondes données ;
un mappeur à constellation (604240-1, 604240-2) qui mappe à modulation d’amplitude en quadrature, QAM,
les premières et secondes données de l’au moins un des PLPs sur des constellations par une unité de symbole
de QAM ;
un processeur à entrées multiples-sorties multiples, MIMO, (604250) qui réalise un traitement à MIMO des
premières et secondes données mappées à QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel le traitement à MIMO
inclut au moins l’un parmi un traitement à précodage et un traitement à saut de phase, dans lequel le traitement
à précodage est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de précodage qui est exécutée sur des paires de symboles
QAM normalisés, dans lequel le traitement à saut de phase est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de saut de phase ;
un entrelaceur cellulaire (604260-1, 604260-2) qui réalise un entrelacement cellulaire sur les données traitées
à MIMO de l’au moins un des PLPs ;
un entrelaceur temporel (604270-1, 604270-2) qui réalise un entrelacement temporel sur les données ayant
subi un entrelacement cellulaire de l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel des données des autres PLPs sont
traitées par un système à entrées multiples-sortie unique, MISO, dans lequel le système à MISO inclut la division
des données des autres PLPs, le mappage à QAM des données divisées des autres PLPs, l’entrelacement
cellulaire des données mappées à QAM des autres PLPs, l’entrelacement temporel les données ayant subi un
entrelacement cellulaire des autres PLPs, et le traitement à MISO les données ayant subi un entrelacement
temporel des autres PLPs ;
un constructeur de trames (101400) qui construit au moins deux trames de signal en mappant les données des
PLPs, dans lequel le constructeur de trames(101400) inclut en outre :

un entrelaceur fréquentiel qui réalise un entrelacement fréquentiel de données dans les au moins deux
trames de signal construites en entrelaçant des cellules d’entrée consécutives appariées sous forme d’unité
d’entrelacement ; et
une unité de transmission (101500) qui module les données ayant subi un entrelacement fréquentiel dans
les au moins deux trames de signal par méthode de multiplexage par répartition orthogonale de la fréquence,
OFDM, et transmet au moins deux signaux de diffusion possédant les données modulées par l’intermédiaire
d’au moins deux antennes de transmission.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la matrice de précodage inclut un premier paramètre dans lequel le
premier paramètre est utilisé pour contrôler un déséquilibre de puissance entre les premières et secondes données
mappées à QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la matrice de précodage inclut en outre un second paramètre, dans
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lequel le second paramètre est utilisé pour contrôler un déséquilibre de puissance entre les données traitées à
MIMO de l’au moins un des PLPs.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le traitement à MIMO est réalisé en utilisant une matrice suivante : 

dans lequel α est égal au premier paramètre, β est égal au second paramètre, k et N sont un nombre naturel et θ
est un degré possédant des valeurs spécifiques pour la rotation des premières et secondes données mappées à
QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs.

9. Procédé pour recevoir des signaux de diffusion, le procédé comprenant ;
la réception d’au moins deux signaux de diffusion par l’intermédiaire d’au moins deux antennes de réception et la
dé-modulation des au moins deux signaux de diffusion reçus par méthode de multiplexage par répartition orthogonale
de la fréquence, OFDM ;
l’analyse syntaxique d’au moins deux trames de signal à partir des signaux de diffusion démodulés pour produire
en sortie des données de tuyaux de couche physiques, PLPs, dans lequel l’analyse syntaxique d’au moins deux
trames de signal inclut en outre :

le désentrelacement fréquentiel de données dans les au moins deux trames de signal en désentrelaçant des
cellules consécutives appariées sous forme d’unité de désentrelacement ;
le désentrelacement temporel de données de l’au moins un des PLPs ;
le désentrelacement cellulaire des données ayant subi un désentrelacement temporel de l’au moins un des
PLPs ;
le décodage à entrées multiples-sorties multiples, MIMO, des données ayant subi un désentrelacement cellulaire
de l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel le décodage à MIMO inclut au moins l’un parmi un traitement à décodage
et un décodage à saut de phase, dans lequel le traitement à décodage est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de
décodage, dans lequel le décodage à saut de phase est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de décodage à saut
de phase ;
le démappage à modulation d’amplitude en quadrature, QAM, des données décodées à MIMO de l’au moins
un des PLPs ; et
le multiplexage des données démappées à QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs,

dans lequel des données des autres PLPs sont décodées par un système à entrées multiples-sortie unique, MISO,
dans lequel le système à MISO inclut le décodage à MISO des données des autres PLPs, le désentrelacement
temporel des données décodées à MISO des autres PLPs, le désentrelacement cellulaire des données ayant subi
un désentrelacement temporel des autres PLPs, le démappage à QAM des données ayant subi un désentrelacement
cellulaire des autres PLPs et le multiplexage des données démappées à QAM des autres PLPs.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la matrice de décodage inclut un premier paramètre et un second
paramètre dépendant de mode QAM et d’un déséquilibre de puissance intentionnel des au moins deux antennes
de réception.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel le décodage à MIMO est réalisé en utilisant une matrice suivante : 

dans lequel α est égal au premier paramètre, β est égal au second paramètre, k et N sont un nombre naturel et θ
est un degré possédant des valeurs spécifiques pour la rotation des données ayant subi un désentrelacement
cellulaire de l’au moins un des PLPs.

12. Appareil pour recevoir des signaux de diffusion, l’appareil comprenant :
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une unité de réception (107100) qui reçoit au moins deux signaux de diffusion par l’intermédiaire d’au moins
deux antennes de réception et démodule les au moins deux signaux de diffusion reçus par méthode de multi-
plexage par répartition orthogonale de la fréquence, OFDM ;
un analyseur syntaxique de trames (107200) qui analyse syntaxiquement au moins deux trames de signal à
partir des signaux de diffusion démodulés pour produire en sortie des données de tuyaux de couche physiques,
PLPs, dans lequel l’analyseur syntaxique de trames (107200) inclut en outre :

un désentrelaceur fréquentiel qui réalise un désentrelacement fréquentiel de données dans les au moins
deux trames de signal en désentrelaçant des cellules consécutives appariées sous forme d’unité de
désentrelacement ;
un désentrelaceur temporel (612210-1, 612210-2) qui réalise un désentrelacement temporel de données
de l’au moins un des PLPs ;
un désentrelaceur cellulaire (612220-1, 612220-2) qui réalise un désentrelacement cellulaire des données
ayant subi un désentrelacement temporel de l’au moins un des PLPs ;
un décodeur à entrées multiples-sorties multiples, MIMO, (612230) qui réalise un décodage à MIMO des
données ayant subi un désentrelacement cellulaire de l’au moins un des PLPs, dans lequel le décodage
à MIMO inclut au moins l’un parmi un traitement à décodage et un décodage à saut de phase, dans lequel
le traitement à décodage est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de décodage, dans lequel le décodage à saut
de phase est réalisé en utilisant une matrice de décodage à saut de phase ;
un démappeur à constellation (612240-1, 612240-2) qui démappe à modulation d’amplitude en quadrature,
QAM, les données décodées à MIMO de l’au moins un des PLPs ; et
un fusionneur (612250) qui multiplexe les données démappées à QAM de l’au moins un des PLPs,

dans lequel des données des autres PLPs sont décodées par système à entrées multiples-sortie unique, MISO,
dans lequel le système à MISO inclut le décodage à MISO des données des autres PLPs, le désentrelacement
temporel des données décodées à MISO des autres PLPs, le désentrelacement cellulaire des données ayant
subi un désentrelacement temporel des autres PLPs, le démappage à QAM des données ayant subi un dé-
sentrelacement cellulaire des autres PLPs et le multiplexage des données démappées à QAM des autres PLPs.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 12, dans lequel la matrice de décodage inclut un premier paramètre et un second
paramètre dépendant de mode QAM et d’un déséquilibre de puissance intentionnel des au moins deux antennes
de réception.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 13, décodage à MIMO est réalisé en utilisant une matrice suivante : 

dans lequel α est égal au premier paramètre, β est égal au second paramètre, k et N sont un nombre naturel et θ
est un degré possédant des valeurs spécifiques pour la rotation des données ayant subi un désentrelacement
cellulaire de l’au moins un des PLPs.
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